COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:
ELECTRONIC INVESTIGATION INTO EXCESSIVE
WATER LOSS BY KENTUCKY'S
JURISDICTIONAL WATER UTILITIES

CASE NO.
2019-00041

ORDER
By Order entered March 12, 2019, the Commission initiated this investigation to
review the excessive water loss by Kentucky's jurisdictional water utilities that report over
35 percent water loss in their annual reports on file with the Commission. 1 The 11 water
utilities responded to multiple rounds of discovery. 2 Formal hearings were held on June 9,
10, 11 , 16, 17, and 18, 2019. The Attorney General is the only intervenor in this matter.
This matter now stands submitted for a decision by the Commission. The Commission
compiled information and findings from its investigations herein and prepared the report
entitled, "Confronting the Problems Plaguing Kentucky's Water Utilities: An Investigative

1

Kentucky's jurisdictional water utilities that report over 35 percent water loss in their most recent
annual reports on file with the Commission named in Case No. 2019-00041 were Big Sandy Water District,
Cawood Water District, Estill County Water District #1, Farmdale Water District, Hyden-Leslie Water
District, Milburn , Morgan County Water District, Rattlesnake Ridge Water District, Southern Water & Sewer
District, and West Carroll Water District along with North Manchester Water Association. Of the 12 water
utilities named as parties in the March 12, 2019 Order, one, Kentucky-American Water Company
(Kentucky-American), was dismissed as a party by Order entered April 5, 2019. Kentucky-American had
been made a party to this proceeding due to excessive water loss only in the area previously served by
Eastern Rockcastle Water Association, Inc. (Eastern Rockcastle Association), which was acquired by
Kentucky-American early in 2018. Because Kentucky-American's overall water loss is less than 20 percent,
which is under the 35 percent threshold the Commission established in identifying water utilities who were
made a party to this proceed ing, Kentucky-American's motion to dismiss was granted.
2

The Commission is currently investigating the water loss percentages of Cannonsburg Water
District in Case No. 2014-00267 and Martin County Water District in Case No. 201 6-00142. Those utilities
were not made a party to this case. The Commission will address required actions to address water loss
in those cases .

Report by the Kentucky Public Service Commission November 2019" that is fully
incorporated and attached as Appendix L and filed contemporaneously with this Order.
BACKGROUND
Reports of excessive water loss year after year can be indicative of the
deteriorating overall financial and operational well-being of a water utility. For this reason,
as noted in its Orders over the last few years, the Commission has been placing greater
emphasis on monitoring utilities that consistently exceed the 15 percent unaccounted-for
water loss threshold.3 The Commission has strongly encouraged utilities to continue to
pursue reasonable actions to reduce unaccounted-for water loss. 4 Language in these
Orders stated that failure by a water utility to demonstrate significant progress toward
reducing its water loss may cause the Commission to pursue additional action with the
utility, including an investigation into the utility's inability to reduce its water loss.
In its March 12, 2019 Order, the Commission cited its plenary authority under KRS
278.040 to regulate the rates and services of jurisdictional utilities and to enforce the

3

See generally Electronic Application of Estill County Water District No. 1 for Rate Adjustment
Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Case No. 2017-00176 (Ky. PSC Dec. 20, 2017), at 4. There is not a national
water loss standard, thus each state adopts their own standard based on best practice indicators from
industry groups, including the American Water Works Association (AWWA) and International Water
Association. State water loss standards are between 10 percent and 20 percent, with an average of 15
percent water loss standard . See AWWA Water Accountability and Loss Control improvements in North
America: A Progress Report,
https ://cd n.ymaws.com/www.isawwa.org/resource/res mgr/Water_Loss_Audit/2_why_audit_wlcc_update
d_dr.pdf (last accessed Aug. 27, 2019).
4

See generally Commission Final Orders for Rate Applications from 2017-present for language
explaining the greater emphasis on encouraging efforts to reduce water loss and including the approximate
amount of money the lost water represented to the utility. Electronic Application of Estill County Water
District No. 1 for Rate Adjustment Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Case No. 2017-00176 (Ky. PSC Dec. 20,
2017), Order at 4.
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provisions of KRS Chapter 278. 5 KRS 278.030 requires every utility to furnish "adequate,
efficient and reasonable" service. KRS 278.260 permits the Commission , on its own
motion, to investigate any act or practice of a utility that affects or is related to the service
provided by a utility. After conducting such an investigation and finding that a practice is
unreasonable, unsafe, improper, or inadequate, KRS 278.280(1) further permits the
Commission to determine the reasonable , safe, proper, or adequate practice or methods
to be observed and to fix same by Order. KRS 278.230 permits the Commission to
inspect the books and records of any jurisdictional utility and provides that jurisdictional
utilities' books and records shall be available to the Commission . KRS 278.230 also
permits the Commission to require jurisdictional utilities to file "reports . . . or other
information" the Commission reasonably requires.
The Commission has defined "unaccounted for water'' at 807 KAR 5:067, Section
1(7):

Unaccounted for water "means the volumetric sum of all water
purchased and produced by th e utility less the volume of
water:

5

(a)

Sold;

(b)

Provided to customers without charge as authorized
by the utility's tariff; and

(c)

Used by the utility to conduct the daily operation and
maintenance of its treatment, transmission, and
distribution systems.

Kentucky Public Service Com 'n v. Commonwealth ex rel. Conway, 324 S.W.3d 373, 383 (Ky.

2010).
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Unaccounted-for water loss is "the difference of the total amount of water produced and
purchased and the sum of water sold, water used for fire protection purposes,6 and water
used in treatment and distribution operations (e.g., backwashing filters , line flushing) ."7
Pursuant to KRS 278.280(2) , the Commission has prescribed in its regulations
that:
Except for purchased water rate adjustments for water
districts and water associations, and rate adjustments
pursuant to KRS 278.023(4), for rate making purposes a
utility's unaccounted-for water loss shall not exceed fifteen
(15) percent of total water produced and purchased, excluding
water used by a utility in its own operations.8
The policy enacted by this regulation is "intended to serve as an incentive to
promote efficient management."9 The water utilities named in the March 12, 2019 Order
have repeatedly reported an unaccounted-for water loss that exceeds 35 percent of the
total water produced and purchased, excluding water used by a utility in operation of its
plant, system flushing , wastewater purposes (e.g., backwashing of filters) , and fire
department usage.

6 A utility may grant free or reduced rate se rvice to fire districts to fight fires or to train firefighters.
KRS 278.170 requires fire districts to maintain estimates of the amount of water used for fire protection and
training and to report the water usage on a regular basis.
7

Application of Cannonsburg Water District for (1) Approval of Emergency Rate Relief and (2)
Approval of the Increase in Nonrecurring Charges, Case No. 2011 -00217 (Ky. PSC June 4, 2012), Order
at 5 n.12.
a 807 KAR 5:066, Section 6(3).
9 In the matter of the Notice by Lake Village Water Association, Inc. , of a Tariff Amendment
Adjusting Rates and Imposing Construction Surcharge, Case No. 89-075 (Ky. PSC Jan. 29, 1990), Order
at 5.
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DISCUSSION
The Commission initiated this administrative proceeding to investigate the reasons
why the 11 utilities named in this matter have the highest water loss percentages among
Kentucky's jurisdictional water utilities and to determine what actions may be necessary
in order to decrease their respective percentages of water loss. The Commission asked
the 11 utilities to respond to three rounds of requests for information designed to elicit
current operational and financial information, as well as historical data, and followed up
with post-hearing data requests for most of the named water utilities. The Commission
sought production of internal policies and procedures, maintenance and repair records
and procedures, documented efforts to reduce water loss, and plans for capital
improvement in order to review and process the information to search for any common
factors that led to the high water loss, as well as for information on the utilities' overall
financial and operational health.
Many of the utilities failed to respond in a timely manner and/or failed to submit
complete responses to requests for information . Those failures raised concerns about
the competency of utility management and, in some cases, what appeared to be a
disregard for the Commission's statutory duty to provide guidance and oversight. The
most disturbing is that some utilities could not provide the most basic business records
and operational information requested. Whether due to disorganization or some other
reason , the inability to maintain and produce basic billing and maintenance records
suggests a lack of capacity to properly operate and manage a utility that provides safe
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drinking water to ratepayers. 10
FINDINGS
At the formal hearings, each utility was asked to provide evidence on issues of
water loss, utility operations, and financial health . Contemporaneously with the entry of
this Order, the Commission is issuing a report (Report) that discusses the formal hearings
in greater detail, including utility-specific findings and conclusions. To avoid duplicating
the lengthy discussion of those hearings contained in the Report, the Commission
incorporates the findings and conclusions from the Report into this Order, attached as
Appendix L.
I.

Recommendations for All 11 Water Utilities

The Commission made several findings of fact that were common among the
named utilities and also issued recommendations that are necessary to improve the
operations and financial health of all the utilities named in this proceeding.
Based upon the case record , the Commission recommends that:
1.

Those water utilities that rely on traditional methods for locating leaks begin

installing zone meters to help identify problem areas.

10

Case No. 2019-00041, Rattlesnake Ridge Motion for Extension (Apr. 10, 2019), Southern Water
District (May 2, 2019) Responses filed late; Southern Water District (June 13, 2019) Responses filed late
to Staff Data Requests, including statements such as "Since the PSC conducted the inspection and issued
results, would those reports not already be on file with the PSC ."; Milburn Water District (April 29, 2019)
Response filed. Case No. 2018-00017, Martin County Water District had numerous instances in which it
filed incomplete responses, incorrect financial information , and multiple instances where the Commission
had to request the same information multiple times because the utility could not provide basic business
records. See also Appendix L 'Confronting the Problems Plaguing Kentucky's Water Utilities: An
Investigative Report by the Kentucky Public Service Commission November 2019" PSC Report filed
contemporaneously with the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041, Appendix H, North Manchester Water
Association had the unusual circumstance that its records were missing . Appendix B, Cawood Water
District employed an accountant for years and until recently, kept its records off-site. The board hired a
different accountant to perform the tasks required of an accountant, and the board did not extinguish its
contract with the former accountant.
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2.

Those water utilities that already have zone meters should begin installing

bypass meters or dedicated meter pits for use with a portable flowmeter to help isolate
leaks into even smaller areas.

Distribution systems should also be evaluated to

determine the need for more isolation valves.
3.

Because all systems should have a dedicated number of personnel

devoting specific time to leak detection , water loss prevention, and related tasks, staffing
needs should be evaluated immediately and a plan developed that would allow either
obtaining additional employees or a more efficient distribution of the workload for current
employees. As water loss percentages start declining, there will still be a need for staff
and time to maintain the improvements. Utilities should be aware of related tasks that
support water loss detection and loss prevention such as meter replacement, valve
maintenance, line locating, etc.
4.

The water utilities should evaluate th eir meter replacement/testing

schedules and determine if current programs adequately inventory meters by age,
location, and accuracy. The number of meters that need to be tested or replaced should
be determined before annual budgets are developed to help ensure funding is available
for those projects. In addition to the regulatory requirement to test meters and submit
Quarterly Meter Reports, th e reports should also be used as a tool to monitor overall
meter age and reliability in the systems.
5.

Each water utility should evaluate the need for more frequent rate

increases.
6.

The roles of boards and managers should be more defined regarding water

loss and leak detection. Managers need more flexibility and hands-on contro l of solving
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water loss as well as more training on administrative responsibilities not covered in
operator training.

II.

Required Reporting From All 11 Water Utilities
Based upon the case record and being otherwise sufficiently advised, the

Commission finds that within six months of the date of entry of this Order:
1.

Each of the 11 water utilities named in this proceeding must provide to the

Commission evidence that they have developed a plan to improve the operations and
financial health of the utility.
2.

Each of the 11 water utilities named in this proceed ing must provide to the

Commission any new policies and procedures used to address water loss and better
business practices, including but not limited to a water loss reduction plan , a leak
detection plan, and employee policies and procedures.
3.

Each of the 11 water utilities named in this proceeding must update their

respective water leak detection and water loss prevention manuals. The manuals should
include specific procedures that relate to each water utility's methods for leak detection
and loss prevention. Key components for water leak detection and water loss prevention
should be identified and referenced, such as valves, zone meters, tank meters, and
typical demand for each area. Manuals should indicate the desired number of personnel
necessary to carry out the programs and the amount of time that needs to be allotted.
4.

Within 12 months of the date of entry of this Order, the board members of

the 10 water districts named in this proceeding who have not already attended 12 hours
of new commissioner training that complied with KRS 74.020(8) must attend a minimum
6 hours of training at a Commission-sponsored seminar.
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Ill.

Utility-Specific Actions
The Commission also identified utility-specific actions that are necessary to

improve the operations and financial health of the subject water utilities. Based upon the
case record and being otherwise sufficiently advised , the Commission's findings are
contained in the attached Appendices A-M .
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Each water utility that is a party to this proceeding shall comply with the

specific ordering paragraphs in its respective appendix and shall file their respective plans
to improve the operations and financial health of the utility within six months of the date
of entry of this Order.
2.

Each water utility that is a party to this proceeding shall develop and file with

the Commission within six months of the date of entry of this Order new policies and
procedures to address water loss and better business practices, including but not limited
to a water loss reduction plan , a leak detection plan, and improved employee policies and
procedures.
3.

Each water utility that is a party to this proceeding shall adopt and follow the

water loss calcu lation and reporting form that is attached hereto as Appendix M and
adopted by the Commission in Case No. 2018-00394.
4.

Within 12 months of the date of entry of th is Order, the board members of

th e 10 water districts named in this proceeding who have not already attended 12 hours
of new commissioner training that complied with KRS 74.020(8) shall attend a minimum
6 hours of training at a Commission-sponsored seminar.
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5.

Documents filed pursuant to ordering paragraphs 1-3 and all ordering

paragraphs in the attached Appendices shall include this case number and shall be filed
in the post-case correspondence file .

[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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By the Commission

ENTERED
NOV 2 2 2019
KE NTUCKY PUBLIC
SE RVIC E COMMISS ION

ATIEST:

~Uve--~- ~y...AQ£il:?
Executive Director
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Big Sandy Water District

1.

Big Sandy Water District (Big Sandy District) stated at the July 17, 2019

hearing that it has approximately 2,100 meters that have been in service for at least ten
years without having been tested. 11 In accordance with 807 KAR 5:066, Section 16, Big
Sandy is required to test these meters at least once every ten years if the meters are to
remain in service.
a.

Big Sandy District should submit a plan to the Commission that will

bring Big Sandy District into compliance with the meter testing requirements of 807 KAR
5:066, Section 16.
b.

Big Sandy District should submit a meter and valve-testing program

to the Commission to ensure future compliance.
2.

Big Sandy District does not currently employ a general manager. Big Sandy

District would benefit greatly by filling the vacant position with a qualified person. A
general manager is essential for the long-term operations and viability of the system.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Big Sandy District shall, within six months of the date of entry of this Order:
a.

Develop and implement a written plan that will bring Big Sandy

District into compliance with 807 KAR 5:066, Section 16(1), regarding the testing of
meters.

11

Test. of James Blanton at Tr. 99:11to1 00:8 (July 17, 2019 Hearing).
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b.

Develop and implement a set schedule for meter and valve testing

as part of its leak detection and water loss mitigation plan to be followed on an ongoing
basis.
c.

Prepare and implement a plan to fill the vacant general manager

position with a qualified person.
d.

Provide a progress report to the Commission on the status of filling

the general manager position.
e.

Provide the results of a comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDI X B
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED
NOV 2 2 2019
Cawood Water District

1.

Cawood Water District (Cawood District) 12 has not filed required repo rts

with the Commission , and its written policies and procedures are insufficient. Within six
months of the date of entry of this Order, Cawood District should file with the Commission:
a.

A revised leak adjustment policy;

b.

Its 2018 audit and annual repo rt;

c.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older

or, in the alternative, obtain and provide estimates of the cost to replace those meters;
d.

A meter testing schedule;

e.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

f.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;
g.

A policies and procedures manual approved by its Board;

h.

A new board-approved written safety training schedule;

i.

A new tariff sheet setting forth a written policy regarding theft of water

service and update its Tariff on file with the Commission ; and
j.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.

12

Any discussions regarding merger with Black Mountain Water District will be documented in Case
No. 2018-00068, An Investigation Into the Feasibility of Proposed Merger of Cawood Water District and
Black Mountain Utility District Pursuant to KRS 74.361 , which is still ongoing.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Cawood District shall file with the Commission within six months of the date

of entry of this Order:
a.

A revised leak adjustment policy;

b.

Its 2018 audit and annual report ;

c.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older or

in the alternative, obtain and provide estimates to replace those meters;
d.

A meter testing schedule;

e.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

f.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;
g.

A written policies and proced ures manual;

h.

A written safety training schedule;

i.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; and

j.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX C
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Estill County Water District #1

1.

Estill County Water District #1 (Estill District #1) has not filed required

reports with the Commission and its written policies and procedures are insufficient.
Within six months of the date of entry of this Order, Estill District #1 should file with the
Commission:
a.

The resu lts of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older

or, in the alternative, obtain and provide estimates of the cost to replace those meters;
b.

A meter testing schedule;

c.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

d.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;

2.

e.

A written policies and procedures manual;

f.

A written safety training schedule;

g.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; and

h.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.

Any further remedial action regarding the loss prevention or leak detection

programs will be documented in Case No. 2019-00119.13

Case No. 2019-00119, Electronic Applica tion of Estill County Water District No. 1 for a Surcharge
to Finance Water Loss Control Efforts.
13
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Estill District #1 shall file with the Commission, within six months of the date

of entry of this Order:
a.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older or

in the alternative, obtain and provide estimates to replace those meters;
b.

A meter testing schedule;

c.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

d.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;
e.

A written policies and procedures manual;

f.

A written safety training schedule;

g.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; and

h.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX D
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Farmdale Water District

1.

Farmdale Water District (Farmdale District) has not filed required reports

with the Commission and its written policies and procedures are insufficient. Within six
months of the date of entry of this Order, Farmdale District should file with the
Commission:
a.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older;

b.

A meter testing schedule;

c.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

d.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate offender;
e.

A written policies and procedures manual;

f.

A written safety training schedule;

g.

A written safety manual;

h.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; and

i.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Farmdale Water District shall file with the Commission, within six months of

the date of entry of this Order:
a.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older;

b.

A meter testing schedule;

c.

Documentation of fire department water usage;
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d.

A standard written procedure for when the re is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;
e.

A written policies and procedures manual;

f.

A written safety training schedule;

g.

A written safety manual;

h.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; and

i.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX E
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Hyden-Leslie County Water District

1.

Hyden-Leslie County Water District (Hyden-Leslie District) has not filed

required reports with the Commission, and its written policies and procedures are
insufficient. Within six months of the date of entry of this Order, Hyden-Leslie District
should file with the Commission :
a.

A written status report regarding funding for the Phase lllA, Phase

1118, Phase IV, and Phase VI water system improvements, and SR 1850 Cove Waterline
Extension project currently in the Water Resource Information System (WAIS) that has
been in WAIS since 2014;
b.

Documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department

usage reporting and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its
usage amounts;
c.

Documentation that it completed a comprehensive water audit;

d.

A written leak detection policy that includes a timeline stating the

length of time any discovered leaks should be repaired ;
e.

A new tariff sheet that sets forth a written policy regarding missed or

under billings for its customers;
f.

A written update regarding obtaining funding and repairing two

current leaks at two tanks;
g.

A written update on its progress on the upgrade of its billing software;
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h.

A written policy regarding theft of water service; 14 and

i.

A revised tariff that includes a policy regarding theft of water services.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Hyden-Leslie District shall file with the Commission , within six months of the

date of entry of this Order:
a.

An update on the funding of the projects currently in WRIS;

b.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

c.

The results of a comprehensive water audit;

d.

A written leak detection policy;

e.

A new tariff sheet setting forth a written policy regarding missed or

under billings for its customers;
f.

A written update regarding obtaining funding and repairing two

current leaks at two tanks;
g.

A written update on its progress on the upgrading of its billing

h.

A new tariff sheet setting forth a written policy regarding theft of water

software; and

service.

14 In order to develop this written policy Hyden-Leslie District may need to meet with the County
Attorney with its counsel present.
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APPENDIX F
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO .. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Milburn Water District

1.

Milburn Water District (Milburn District) must consider and pursue merger

or consolidation with Graves County Water District (Graves District). Milburn District must
undertake discussions with Graves District regarding a possible merger or consolidation
of the districts and file a written report on the status of its discussions within six months
of the date of entry of this Order.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Milburn District shall fi le with the Commission,
within six months of the date of entry of this Order, a written report on the status of its
discussions with Graves District regarding a possible merger or consolidation of the
districts.
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APPENDI X G
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Morgan County Water District

1.

Morgan County Water District's (Morgan District) leak adjustment policy is

too generous and must be revised to ensure recovery of revenues sufficient to pay the
expenses incurred by the utility. Morgan District must file a revised leak adjustment policy
within six months of the date of entry of this Order.
2.

Despite being increased in August 2017,15 Morgan District's current rates

fail to ensure sufficient revenue to pay operating expenses, adversely affecting Morgan
District's financial condition . Morgan District should file an application for alternative rate
adjustment, pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, within six months of the date of entry of this
Order.16
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Morgan District shall file with the Commission a revised leak adjustment

policy within six months of the date of entry of this Order.
2.

Morgan District shall file with the Commission an application for alternative

rate adjustment, pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, within six months of the date of entry of this
Order.

1s Case No. 2016-00068, Application of Morgan County Water District for Rate Adjustment, (Ky.
PSC Aug. 17, 2017).
1s We

note that in Case No. 2016-00068, Commission Staff calculated higher rates than those that
Morgan District requested and that Morgan District opted to charge the lower rates.
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APPENDIX H
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
North Manchester Water Association, Inc.

1.

North Manchester Water Association, Inc. (North Manchester Water) does

not have a water theft policy.17 Within six months of the date of entry of this Order, North
Manchester Water should :
a.

Develop and implement a written policy regarding theft of water

b.

Amend its tariff to include the water theft policy and ensure that the

service;

tariff is enforced;
c.

Develop and implement a set schedule for meter and valve testing

as part of its leak detection and water loss mitigation plan ;
d.

Test all of its meters that are ten years old or older;

e.

Complete a comprehensive water audit;

f.

Provide documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire

department usage reporting and assessing fines against any fire department that does
not report its usage amounts;
g.

Develop and implement a written policies and procedures manual to

include office and financial internal co ntro ls and protocols;
h.

Develop and implement a written employee vehicle usage policy;

i.

Develop and implement a written safety training schedule; and

11 In order to develop this written policy, North Manchester Water may need to meet with the County
Attorney with its counsel present.
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j.

Conduct safety training at regular intervals.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

North Manchester Water shall file, within six months of the date of entry of

this Order:
a.

A new tariff sheet that sets forth a written policy regarding theft of

water service;
b.

A meter and valve testing schedule;

c.

The results of the tests of all of its meters that are ten years or older;

d.

The resu lts of a comprehensive water audit;

e.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

f.

A written policies and procedures manual ;

g.

A written employee vehicle usage policy; and

h.

A written safety training schedule within six months of the date of

entry of this Order.
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APPENDIX I
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Rattlesnake Ridge Water District

1.

Rattlesnake Ridge Water District (Rattlesnake District) has not filed required

reports with the Commission , and its written policies and procedures are insufficient.
Within six months of the date of entry of this Order, Rattlesnake District should file with
the Commission:
a.

Its 2018 audit and annual report;

b.

Documentation that it tested all of its meters that are ten years old or

older, and the results of these tests;
c.

A written meter testing schedule;

d.

Documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department

usage reporting and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its
usage amounts;
e.

A written procedure for when there is a line break due to excavation

damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate offender;
f.

A written policies and procedures manual to include office and

financial internal controls and protocols;
g.

A written safety training schedule;

h.

Documentation that it conducts safety training at regular intervals;
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i.

A written policy regarding theft of water service;18

j.

A revised tariff that sets forth the policy regarding theft of water

k.

Provide documentation that it completed a comprehensive water

service; and

audit.
2.

Rattlesnake District's leak adjustment policy does not clearly establish the

rate charged for water usage over the average and must be revised. The revised leak
adjustment policy must be filed within six months of the date of entry of this Order.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that:
1.

Rattlesnake District shall file with the Commission, within six months of the

date of entry of this Order:
a.

A new tariff sheet that sets for a revised leak adjustment policy;

b.

Its 2018 audit and annual report ;

c.

The results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older;

d.

A meter testing schedule;

e.

Documentation of fire department water usage;

f.

A standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to

excavation damage that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate
offender;
g.

A written policies and procedures manual;

h.

A written safety training schedule;

18 In order to develop this written policy Rattlesnake District may need to meet with the County
Attorn ey with its counsel present.
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i.

A new tariff sheet that sets forth a written policy regarding theft of

water service; and

j.

The results of a comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX J
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
Southern Water & Sewer District

1.

Southern Water & Sewer District's (Southern District) leak adjustment policy

does not clearly establish the rate charged for water usage over the average and must
be revised . The leak adjustment policy is among several other policies and procedures
that require revision and any remedial action will be addressed by the Commission in
Case No. 2019-00131 .19
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Southern District shall file with the
Commission, within six months of the date of entry of this Order, a written report noting
the remedial actions performed or underway because of Case No. 2019-00131 .

19 Case No, 2019-0013 1, Application of Southern Water and Sewer District for an Alternative Rate
Adjustment.
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APPENDIX K
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019
West Carroll Water District

1.

West Carroll Water District's (West Carroll District) leak adjustment policy

is too generous and should be revised to ensure recovery of revenues sufficient to pay
the expenses incurred by the utility. The revised leak adjustment policy should be filed
within six months of the date of entry of this Order.
West Carroll District should undertake discussions with Carrollton Utilities
regarding a possible merger or consolidation of the two systems and file a written report
on the status of the discussions within six months of the date of entry of this Order.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that West Carroll District shall file with the
Commission, within six months of the date of entry of this Order, a new tariff sheet that
sets forth a revised leak adjustment policy and a written report on the status of its
discussions with Carrollton Utilities regarding a possible merger or consolidation .
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APPENDIX L
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019

REPORT:
"Confronting the Problems Plaguing Kentucky's Water Utilities: An Investigative Report
by the Kentucky Public Service Commission November 2019"

SEVENTY-TWO PAGES TO FOLLOW

CONFRONTING THE PROBLEMS PLAGUING
KENTUCKY'S WATER UTILITIES

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
In this report, we share the results of several Commission-initiated investigations into what has become a
recurring trend among rural water utilities across the Commonwealth. Reported water loss that exceeds
generally accepted industry and regulatory best practices or standards is indicative of much more serious
problems at these utilities-problems that pose a threat to the health and economic wellbeing of our citizens.
Per 807 KAR 5:066, Section 6(3) defining water supply measurement for ratemaking purposes, utilities cannot
adjust rates for unaccounted-for water loss that exceeds 15 percent of the total water produced and
purchased. Therefore, unaccounted-for water loss over 15 percent on an ongoing basis is cause for concern. 1
The Commission's recent investigations focused on water utilities that have the highest percentage of water
loss among all the utilities under the Commission's jurisdiction, some in excess of 45 percent while two
reported water loss approaching 70 percent. These shocking figures reveal that customers of the water utilities
we investigated are paying for large amounts of treated water that never reaches their homes or businesses.
The Commission has repeatedly found that the utilities with chronic excessive water loss consistently struggle
over time because their managers and board members lack the experience and training needed to maintain
the operational viability of the water systems. Moreover, while Kentucky is a nationally recognized leader with
regard to encouraging and promoting regionalization and consolidation of small water utilities, there is a great
deal more to be done. Many small water systems lack a sufficient customer base to support their continued
operations. Finally, board members and managers find themselves constrained by political and societal
pressure when it comes to raising rates or exploring merger, consolidation or sale, even t hough taking such
actions might be t he best long-term solution for the water utility and its customers.
The Public Service Commission strives to foster the provision of safe and reliable service at a reasonable price
to the customers of the utilities we regulate. The regulation of rates and service go hand in hand. The
Commission must safeguard the financial stability of jurisdictional utilities (through the establishment of fair
and just rates) in order to ensure utilities' operational competence to provide safe and reliable service to their
customers. If a utility is not operating effectively because it is unwilling to set rates at a level sufficient to
support daily operations and replace infrastructure as needed, then the utility cannot provide adequate and
safe water service to its customers.
We recognize and appreciate the attention the Kentucky General Assembly has given to issues plaguing
troubled water systems, most recently through the formation of the Public Water and Wastewater System
Infrastructure Task Force. We hope sharing the results of our investigations can serve to furthe r those efforts.
Not only are we working to help right the course, but we also seek to bring attention to problems t hat may
ultimately require action beyond the Commission's authority.
If not addressed now, the problems discussed herein will continue to mount along with the costs of
remediation - costs that are already well beyond what the customer bases of these rural water utilities can
bear. We must work together to find solutions for the challenges these water utilities face. And the time to act
is now.

1 See

807 KAR 5:066 Section 6(3) at https:/Japps.legislature.ky.gov/law/kar/807/005/066.pdf.
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Executive Summary
A water utility's inability to reduce excessive water loss over time is a symptom of other significant problems
plaguing the utility, such as poor financial management and operational practices. In March of 2019, the Public
Service Commission launched an investigation (Case No. 2019-00041) of jurisdictional water utilities that
recorded water loss of more than 35 percent in their most recent annual reports.1 This report provides an
overview of characteristics common among water utilities facing these challenges along with recommended
solutions.
In addition to the 11 utilities named as parties in Case No. 2019-000412, the report also discusses two other
water utilities, Martin County Water District and Cannonsburg Water District, which are subjects of ongoing
investigations by the Commission.
During the course of its investigations, the Commission identified the following common characteristics among
struggling water utilities.
Inadequate Oversight and Management
This overarching problem affects every aspect of water utility management. Untrained board members often
miss the signs of financial distress that would prompt a rate adjustment to fund necessary capital investments
and conduct daily operations and maintenance. The same is true if the general manager lacks training or
experience. Common trends include failure to establish metrics to gauge performance, failure to adopt policies
and internal controls to ensure business best practices are followed, and failure to maintain complete and
accurate records relating to utility operations.
Poor Financial and Accounting Practices
A troubling practice is when water utilities file for rate increases as part of a loan process to fund capital

projects and use those rate increases obtained to avoid filing a comprehensive rate adjustment with the
Commission. Often, these capital projects are prepared by consulting engineering firms for approval by the
water utility boards. The utilities are vulnerable when an engineering firm completes the technical project
specifications along with the financial documentation supporting the loan application and then works with the
funding agencies to help secure financing. This process lacks the oversight necessary to ensure project
proposals address priority needs at reasonable costs.
Detrimental Extraneous Influences
Finally, board members and managers are misguided by local political and community pressure. They are
pressured to keep rates at levels tha t are unsustainable over time. They refuse to even consider merger,
consolidation or sa le, and often make decisions that ultimately are counter to their duty to preserve the longterm viability of the utilities for their customers.

Recommendations
New or Enhanced Statutory or Regulatory Requirements

1

Electronic Investigation into Excessive Water Lass by Kentucky's Jurisdictional Water Utilities, Case No. 2019-00041.

2

Big Sandy, Cawood, Estill County, Farmdale, Hyden-Leslie, Milburn, Morgan County, Rattlesnake Ridge, Southern Water

& Sewer, and West Carroll Water Districts along with North Manchester Water Association.

ii

•

Establish Minimum Qualifications for Water Utility General Managers. Given that ineffective managerial
oversight leads to a host offinancial and operationa l problems, the Commission recommends the
establishment of formal, professional requirements for the position of water district/association general
manager. Water utility general managers should possess the technical knowledge needed to ensure
compliance with federal and state water quality standards, as well as knowledge of business and financial
processes and internal controls needed to run the day-to-day operations.

•

Employment of a Staff Engineer. Each water district or association, individually or jointly in cooperation
with other similarly situated districts or associations, should employ a qualified engineer on staff. This
requirement could be met if the utility's general manager holds a degree in engineering. A resident
engineer could oversee infrastructure maintenance and replacement of the system as a whole while also
identifying capital projects (and associated funding sources) and overseeing construction. A resident
engineer could be held accountable for ensuring the true needs of the water utility are addressed.

•

Development of a Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plan. Each water district and association should
be required to develop a comprehensive Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plan to be filed with and
approved by the Commission. Any changes to the Plan also must be filed with and approved by the
Commission

•

Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Surcharge or Rider. The Commission recommends formal
codification of its authority to establish a Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Surcharge or Rider, the
proceeds of which would be devoted exclusively to infrastructure improvement and replacement.

•

Authority to Effect a Merger or Consolidation. While Kentucky is ahead of the curve when it comes to
regionalization on a national level, there is more work to be done. Barriers to merger or consolidation
must be addressed as consolidation among smaller utilities can be an effective tool. Ultimately, authority
may be needed to effect a merger, consolidation or other combination of utilities located in the same
geographic area.

Augmented Regulatory Oversight
•

Establish Position of Infrastructure Engineer. The Commission should establish the staff position of
Infrastructure Engineer to review, approve and oversee implementation of the Qualified Infrastructure
Improvement Plans filed by water districts and associations.

•

Create an Infrastructure Planning Committee. The Commission, together with the Division of Water and
the Kentucky Infrastructure Authority, should establish a joint committee to promote, design and develop
infrastructure planning by water districts and associations as well as to review and enforce compliance
with their respective Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plans.

•

Consider Creation of Regional Water Boards. Regional water boards could oversee the management of
regional and local water supply, infrastructure and resources. Such a management structure could reduce
duplication of services, achieve economies of scale in purchasing, and permit the employment of a
professionally qualified general manager at a salary commensurate with the responsibilities of the office

Improved Oversight and Management of Water Utilities

•

Eliminate Partisan Political Pressure. Water district oversight and management should be separated from
the authority of the county judge executive and fiscal court to reduce partisan political influence.

iii

•

Modify Annual Audit Requirements. All annual audits of water utilities should include a discussion and
critical analysis of internal controls, operating procedures and perceived or potential deficiencies in
management practices. Water associations also should be required to undergo annual audits.

•

Require Periodic Rate and Operations Review. Every water district and association should be subjected to
a rate and operations review every three (3) years to ensure that revenue is adequate to properly operate
the system over the long term. Rate increases recommended by Commission staff should be required to be
implemented in full by the utility.

The Commission welcomes discussion on the issues and recommendations set forth in this report. The
Commission is committed to working with all relevant stakeholders to improve water quality and service for all
Kentuckians.

iv

Background
The Kentucky Public Service Commission (Commission)
regulates the rates and services of 137 investor-owned
water utilities, water districts and associations. The
Kentucky Infrastructure Authority's (KIA) Water Resource
Information System (WRIS) includes 426 water utilities in
the state. Although Commission jurisdictional utilities
represent only 32 percent of the water utilities in t he
state, the Commission actually regulates 62 percent of
the pipelines and 45 percent of the water customers in
Kentucky. 2
62%

All utilities under the Commission's jurisdiction are
required to furnish "adequate, efficient and reasonable"
service. (KRS 278.030). KRS 278.280 authorizes the
Commission, on it s own motion, to investigate any
practice of a utility that affects or is related to the service of a utility.
On March 12, 2019, the Commission initiated an investigation to review jurisdictional water utilities that
reported water loss of more than 35 percent in their most recent annual reports.3 Water loss is defined as the
difference between the quantity of water t hat a utility produces at its own treatment plant or purchases from
another producer and the total amount of water that is sold, used by the utility, used for fire protection, or
otherwise accounted for. Leaks from the system, line breaks, theft, unauthorized usage, and metering
inaccuracies are common sources for unaccounted-for water loss. Unaccounted-fo r water loss consistently
over 15 percent is considered a warning signal of possible operational and financia l problems. Water loss of
more than 35percent is excessive and largely indicative of significant operational deficiencies and failing
infrastructure.4
Per Commission regulations and for ratemaking purposes, a utility's unacco unted-for water loss shall not
exceed 15 percent of the total amount of water produced and purchased, excluding water used by a utility in
its own operations. 5 In recent years, the Commission has been placing greater emphasis on monitoring
utilities that consistently exceed the 15 percent unaccounted-for water loss threshold, strongly encouraging
water utilities to take reasonable actions to reduce water loss.6 Having found that high water loss is indicative
2 See

Appendix l.

3

Case No. 2019-00041, Electronic Investigation into Excessive Water Loss by Kentucky's Jurisdictional Water Utilities
(Investigation into Excessive Water Loss) (Ky. PSC Nov. 22, 2019)
4

All water loss percentages are calculated from the values and figures reported by t he utilities t hat may or may not be
accurate.
5

807 KAR 5:066, Section 6(3) provides, however, that "upon application by a utility in a rate case filing or by separate
filing, or upon motion by t he commission, an alternative level of reasonable unaccounted-for water loss may be
established by the commission. A utility proposing an alternative level shall have the burden of demonstrating that the
alternative level is more reasonable than the level prescribed in this section."
6

See generally Commission Final Orders for Rate Appli cations from 2017-present for language explaining the greater
emphasis on encouraging efforts to reduce water loss and including the approximate amount of money the lost water
represented to the utility. See, e.g., Case No. 2017-00176 , Electronic Application of Estill County Water District No. 1 for
Rate Adjustment Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, (Ky. PSC Dec. 20, 2017), Order at 4.

3

of poor financial and operational well-being, the Commission became increasingly alarmed at the persistent
problem of water loss among rural water utilities with sustained unaccounted-for water loss in excess of 35.00
percent, including those utilities that are the subject of the Commission's investigation in Case No. 201900041.7
The utilities subject to the March 12, 2019 Order responded to multiple rounds of discovery. The Commission
conducted formal hearings during the month of July 2019. The Office of Attorney General was the only
intervenor in the proceedings. The appendices to this report summarize the formal hearings-during which
each utility was asked to provide evidence on issues of water loss, utility operations, and financial health. The
Commission's final Order in Case No. 2019-00041 sets out the findings and specific directives each utility must
take to improve their systems' operations and financial positions that are discussed in this report (which is
incorporated by reference into the final Order). In addition to discussing the investigations of the utilities
named in Case No. 2019-00041, this report also reviews the Commission's investigations of water loss (and
related operational issues) in cases involving two other water utilities, Martin County Water District (Martin
District) and Cannonsburg Water District (Cannonsburg District).8

Why Water Loss is a Problem
Water loss and failing water infrastructure are nationwide problems facing water utilities. 9 According to the
Alliance for Water Efficiency, utility water loss can be classified into two categories: (1) apparent losses due to
customer meter inaccuracies, billing system data errors, and/or unauthorized consumption (theft); and (2) real
losses-water that escapes the distribution system from leaks or storage overflows. With the first category apparent losses-utilities lose revenue, and the water loss distorts the data on customer consumption
patterns. The second type of water loss-real loss-increases the water utility's production costs (energy and
chemicals needed to treat water) and stresses water system resources because these losses represent water
that is extracted and treated (or purchased) but generates zero revenue because it never reaches the end
user.10

7

The water utilities named in Case No. 2019-00041 were Big Sandy Water District, Cawood Water District, Estill County
Water District #1, Farmdale Water District, Hyden-Leslie County Water District, Milburn Water District, Morgan County
Water District, Rattlesnake Ridge Water District, Southern Water & Sewer District, and West Carroll Water Districts along
with North Manchester Water Association .
8

Case No. 2018-00017, Application of Martin County Water District for an Alternative Rate Adjustment (ARF) (Martin
County Water District ARF) (Ky. PSC Nov.15, 2019) , and Case No. 2016-00142, Electronic Investigation of the Operating
Capacity of Martin County Water District Pursuant to KRS 278.280 (Investigation of Martin County Water District) (Ky. PSC
Apr. 11, 2016).
9
See, e.g., Jose A. Del Real, The Crisis Lurking in Californians' Tops: How 1,000 Water Systems Moy Be at Risk, N.Y. TIMES
(July 24, 2019 ), https:ljwww.nytimes.com/2019/07/24/us/the-crisis-lu rking-in-ca liforni ans-taps-how-1000-watersystems-may-be-at-risk.htm I; see. e.g., Hiroko Tabuchi. $300 Billion War Beneath the Street: Fighting to Replace America's
Pioes. N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 10. 2017), https://www.nytlmes.com/2017/11/10/climate/water-pipes-plastic-lead.html.
"America Is facing a crisis over its crumbling water Infrastructure, and fixing It will be a monumental and expensive task."
Various states have attempted to address the overwhelming number of failing water utilities in different ways. Indiana
passed fair market value legislation to facilitate the purchase of distressed utilities. See Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission Cause No. 45050, approved Sept. 12, 2018, describing the Commission's intent to encourage IndianaAmerican Water Company to acquire a distressed utility. New Jersey administrative law cases describe the administrative
powers that have been employed to address mismanaged facilities. See, e.g., Motter of Volley Rd. Sewerage Co" 295 N.J.
Super. 278, 685 A.2d 11 (App. Div. 1996), gffQ,_ 154 N.J . 224, 712 A.2d 653 (1998).
10

See Alliance for Water Efficiency report, Water Loss Control Programs,
https://www.aIlia n ceforwaterefflciency.o rg/ resources/topic/water-loss-control-programs.

4

According to a 2013 EPA report, the United States will need to invest up to $200 billon on water systems over
the next 20 years to upgrade transmission and distribution systems. The report estimates that almost 30
percent of this amount will be needed to control water loss. 11 In a 2017 report on Kentucky's infrastructure
challenges, the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce estimated that $6.2 billion will be required over the next 20
years to address the state's drinking water infrastructure needs. 12

Water Districts in Kentucky
Water districts are created by a fiscal court, subject to approval by the Public Service Commission, based on a
finding that the geographical area intended to be served by a water district cannot be "feasibly serviced by an
existing water supplier." (See KRS 74.012). Water districts are administered by a board of commissioners
(board) who have the responsibility of overseeing the management of the district. Water district
commissioners serve a specified term, per statute, and the number of commissioners on a Board varies
depending on service territory and other factors. (See KRS 74.020). The boards are corporate bodies with
authority to hire a general manager whose duties are delegated by the board and whose salary is determined
by the board.
Newly appointed water district commissioners are required to attend training that covers the laws governing
management and operation of a water district and other subjects deemed appropriate by the Commission
within 12 months of the water district commissioner's appointment. In January 2019, the Commission
enhanced the required coursework for newly appointed water district commissioners. The enhanced
curriculum emphasizes corporate governance, financial accountability and the importance of internal controls,
and the regulatory relationship between water utilities and the Commission. 13

11

Water Audits and Water Loss Control for Public Water Systems, 2013, U.S. EPA,
https:ljwww.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201S-04/documents/epa816f13002.pdf.
12

In this same report, the Kentucky Chamber also estimated t he state's wastewater infrastructure needs over the next 20
years to be $6.24 billion. See A Citizens Guide to Kentucky Infrastructure, May 2017,
https:ljwww.kvchamber.com/sites/default/files/pdfs/A%20Citizens%20Guide%20to%20Kentucky%201nfrastructure%20
Mav%202017 O.pdf.
13

Case No. 2019-00019, Revision of Training Required and Authorized By KRS 74.020 for the Commissioners of Water
Districts (Ky. PSC Jan. 14, 2019). Legislation enacted in 1998 amended KRS 074.020 to provide an additional $3,400 in
compensation annually to water district commissioners who complete six (6) instructional hours of water district
management tra ining. The Public Service Commission was given the responsibility for regulating, as well as encouraging
and promoting, such training. In response to the amended statute, the Commission developed training seminars, which
typically are sponsored three times per year in different regions across the state. KRS 074.020 was amended again in
2010, with section (8) providing: "At least once annually, th e Public Service Commission shall provide or cause to be
conducted a program of instruction, consisting of at least twelve (12) hours of instruction, that is intended to train newly
appointed commissioners in the laws governing the management and operation of water districts and other subjects that
the Public Service Commission deems appropriate." Additionally, the new section requires each newly appointed water
district commissioner to attend the 12 hours of training within 12 months of his or her appointment. In Case No. 201900019, the Commission enhanced these training requirements by ordering every newly appointed water district
commissioner to complete specific courses to satisfy the requirements in KRS 74.020(8). The course topics emphasize
administrative requirements, financial accountability, and the relationship of the utilities and the Commission. The Order
directed that these courses be offered at every Commission-sponsored seminar.
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Water Utilities Regulated by the PSC
-

Investor-Owned Water Companies

- - Water Districts
-

Water Associations

- - Other Water Utllltles Not Regulated by the PSC

~ta from

the Water Resource Information System and the Public Srrvlce Comlsslon's UtMlty Muter Database, October 2019

History of Investigating Excessive Water Loss
As previously mentioned, more and more struggling water utilities were appearing before the Commission
with many experiencing problems such as excessive water loss, mismanagement of finances and daily
operations, unauthorized accrual of debt, and insufficient revenues. In many cases, these water utilities have
customer bases that are ill suited to bear the cost of increased rates that would be sufficient to fund the
necessary repairs and improvements to the water utilities' systems.
In addition to the 11 utilities the Commission is investigating pursuant to Case No. 2019-00041, two other
water utilities (Martin District 14 and Cannonsburg District 15) in Kentucky are emblematic of conditions that
plague troubled water utilities. The differing responses to water loss issues by Martin District and Cannonsburg
Dist rict are illustrative of many similar issues that cause some water districts to progress and others to remain
tangled in troubled management issues.

1•

See Case No. 2016-00142, Investigation of Martin County Water District, (Ky. PSC Apr. 11, 2016); see also Case No.
2018-00017, Martin County Water District ARF, (Ky. PSC Nov.15, 2019).

Case No. 2014-00267, Cannonsburg Water District's Unaccounted-For Water Loss Reduction Plan, Surcharge and
Monitoring (Cannonsburg Water District Surcharge) (Ky. PSC Aug. 7, 2014).
15

6

Martin County Water District
The Commission's involvement with Martin District
spans over two decades, beginning with a line loss
examination facilitated by the Commission in 1997
following reports of high water loss. Subsequently, an
investigation was opened in 2002 following an
inspection report which highlighted a pump
equipment failure that forced the district to cease
operations temporarily. 16 The Commission' s
investigation revealed Martin District had not used

Figure l, Martin County Woter District Reservoir, Courtesy of
OhioValleyResource.com

$2.85 million in coal severance funding as intended by
the Kentucky General Assembly to make system Improvements and expand capacity, but rather had
constructed a raw water supply pipeline without obtaining a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.17
In 2006, another investigation was opened to examine Martin District's management and operations and
identify possible solutions to noted deficiencies.18 The Commission ordered that a management and
operations audit be conducted. The auditing firm found a number of operational deficiencies and
recommended 78 changes to remedy them, with a cost-benefit analysis for each recommendation. The
recommendations included, inter alia, requesting a rate
increase because revenue was inadequate to support utility
operations, developing a comprehensive water loss
reduction plan, implementing a leak detection and repair
plan, developing a capital improvement plan, improving
procedures to identify theft of service, improving collection
of past due accounts, Investigating reglonalization, and
conducting an external audit on an annual basis. 19

Figure 2, Barb/Ann Maynord, Martin County
Courtesy of Lexington Herald Leader.com

Martin District failed to address most of the audit findings
and consistently fell short on meeting many critical
recommendations. A 2014 inspection of Martin District's
system also identified several violations of Commission
regulations. Members of Commission Staff met with Martin

District in 2014 and 2015 to assess the district's progress on implementing the recommendations from the
previous investigations. Finding that insufficient progress had occurred, the Commission opened another
investigation into Martin District's persistent operational and managerial shortcomings in 2016. This
investigation is ongoing. 20

16

Case No. 2002-00116, Investigation of the Operating Capacity of Martin County Water District Pursuant to KRS 278.280,

Opening Order {Ky. PSC Apr. 5, 2002) Appendix at 1.
17

Id. at Order {Ky. PSC Nov. 17, 2003) at 2.

1s Case No. 2006-00303, An Investigation into the Monogement and Operation of Mortin County Water District, {Ky. PSC

June 27, 2006).
19

Id. {Ky. PSC Apr. 2, 2008) at Final Order, Appendix A.

20

Case No. 2016-00142 Investigation of Martin County Water District {Ky. PSC Apr. 11, 2016).
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Among the challenges it faces, Martin District has experienced unaccounted-for water loss ranging between
60and 72percent between the years 2012 to 2019. The district's fight to keep its water system functioning
after years of bad management has received national media attention.21 Martin District filed for an emergency
rate increase only after the water district's equipment failed and it could not afford to make the necessary
repairs because its vendors refused to continue extending credit (due to the water district already being in
arrears on many of its accounts). Martin District's consultant testified its poor condition was due to "past
management and past practices." 22
In its last rate case, Martin District requested an increase
of almost SO percent that the district believed would
enable it to (i) pay its principal obligations on long term
debt from water sales revenue rather than from
depreciation reserves, (ii) pay for the replacement of
defective infrastructure from cash reserves rather than
issuing new debt, and (iii) allow it to return to good
standing with its creditors by paying down the high
balances that had accrued during the many years that
Martin District had been charging rates that were
insufficient to meet its operational needs.

Figure 3, Martin County Water District, Courtesy of wfpl.org

In March of 2018, the Commission granted Martin District emergency rate relief and established a surcharge to
reduce grossly past due outstanding debt to the water district's creditors. The Commission then continued its
review of the rate case in order to determine the final rates necessary for Martin District's operations to
remain viable.23

21

Numerous new outlets have highlighted the water crisis in Martin County, Kentucky, including but not limited to CNN,
NPR, WEKU, Courier-Journal, Lexington Herald Leader, Kentucky.com, 89.3 WFPL, The New Republic and The Washington
Post.

22 Case

No. 2018--00017, Martin County Water District ARF (Ky. PSC Nov. 5, 2018). When asked how Martin District came
to be in as bad a state as it was in January 2018, its from Blue Water Kentucky, engineer Gregory Heiztman, explained that
Martin District is as "bad as it is" due to "past management and past practices." (Case No. 2018--00017, January 26, 2018
Hearing Video Transcript (H.V.T.) 2:57:00-2 :57:33).
23

One significant issue for Martin District during the pendency of its rate case was the Inability to provide basic financial
documents stemming from the absence of proper record keeping policies and procedures. These issues were exacerbated
by the absence of a general manager and lack of educated, skilled, or trained office personnel able to collect, maintain,
and provide the requested information. Martin District still has no audit for 2017 or 2018, despite numerous attempts
from the Commission to assist the utility in providing for the payment to the accountant hired to perform the work. When
the Commission attempted to determine the reason for the delay, the accountant complained of not having been
provided with the requisite documents needed to complete the work while the board members blamed the accounting
firm, or the former accountant working with the district. When subpoenaed to testify to resolve the issue close to a year
after the Commission stepped in to help, the accounting firm and the utility continued to blame one another for the
failure to complete the audits. Martin District continues to work from the 2016 annual report and audit, which prevents
the utility from receiving any consideration for USDA Rural Development funding or Kentucky Infrastructure Authority
funding.
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During the proceedings of the rate case, it became clear that
Martin District's current crisis had resulted from decades of
mismanagement; ignoring Commission recommendations
and directives identified in multiple Commission
proceedings which included the 1998 financial audit, 2002
investigative case, and 2007 management audit; and a lack
of political w ill to request and implement rates sufficient to
operate and maintain its system in a manner that would
support the provision of reasonable and adequate water
service .
In its November 5, 2018 Order on Martin District's rate
application, the Commission rejected the requested rates and

Figure 4, Mortin County Water District, Courtesy of
WEKU.com

substituted its own; maintained the debt service surcharge to pay off unsecured debt estimated at more than
one million dollars; noted that poor management was a significant factor contributing to the current crisis; and
ordered the district to enter into a management contract with either another utility or a management
company. 24 The Commission also established a surcharge to be utilized for retaining a management company
as well as for infrastructure repair, replacement, and maintenance to address its excessive unaccounted-for
water loss wh ich would tentatively be implemented after it signed an agreement with contract management.
The Commission stated that:
This rate increase has been structured so that Martin District's current commissioners w ill
either comply with the requirements of the rate increase and will proceed with contracted
management, or the Commission will be forced to pursue even more extraordinary means
through appointment of a receiver who can implement the changes needed to provide safe,
clean, and reliable water service.25
Nearly two years after Martin District filed its rate case, there were still a number of ongoing deficiencies the
Commission highlighted in its Final Order. First and foremost, its 2016 annual audit was incomplete, and the
audits for 2017 and 2018 had not yet been started. Without an audit, Martin District was ineligible in some
instances, to apply for and receive government loans to make necessary infrastructure investments to replace
aging pipes, mains, pumps, and equipment. Second, Martin District was in violation of 807 KAR 5:006, Section
4(2), which requires Martin District to file its annual reports no later than March 31 of each year that includes
in-depth financial information about the utility. Third, at least one of Martin District's commissioners were in
violation of KRS 74.020(8)(b) that requires water district commissioners to complete water training within 12
months of their initial appointment. In addition to the problems highlighted above, the Commission's Final
Order noted three more deficiencies that impacted Martin District's ability to provide safe, adequate and
reliable water service. These were identified as high water loss, indifference to water theft, and financial
problems that continued despite receiving rate increases in both March 2018 and November 2018.
Because of Martin District's continued deficiencies, the Commission ordered that Martin District execute a
Management Contract with Alliance Water Resources, Inc., or forfeit its right to the debt service surcharge

24

Case No. 2018-00017, Martin County Water District ARF (Ky. PSC Nov. 5, 2018).

25

Id. at 20.
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established in March 2018 and the management/infrastructure surcharge established in the Commission's
November 2018 Order.

Cannonsburg Water District
The Commission also has taken steps to
address the excessive unaccounted-for
w ater loss of Cannonsburg District. 26 In
2011, Cannonsburg District applied to the
Commission for emergency rate relief and
for a dedicated surcharge to reduce
unaccounted-for water loss, which at that
time was almost 30 percent. The
Commission approved the water district's
request for a surcharge, conditioning
disbursement of the surcharge funds on
Commission approval. 27 The Commission
also directed the w ater district to file a
w at er loss plan specifying the inclusion of
certain required Information. Cannonsburg
District filed its initial attempt at a water
loss reduction plan in September 2012, but it
was not until July 2014 that the w ater district

Figure 5, Cannonsburg Water District, Commission Inspections

submitted a plan that conformed to the Commission's Order in the rate case. The Commission established
Case No. 2014-00267 to monitor the water district's progress with its water loss reduction plan, continuing the
requirements that Cannonsburg District file monthly reports on its efforts to reduce water loss and that the
w ater district obtain Commission approval before dispersing funds from the surcharge account.
From the initiation of Case No. 2014-00267 until 2016, when Cannonsburg District employed a new manager,
the water district struggled to meet the Commission's reporting requirements. The Commission had to compel
Ca nnonsburg District to file the required monthly reports on several occasions, and through the periodic
reporting, the Commission learned that the master meters that had been installed as part of the water loss
plan were not designed for the use intended, falled and had to be replaced.28
Under previous management, Cannonsburg District's water loss plan failed to gain traction, and its water loss
actually Increased to as high as 55.00 percent In January 2017. In Cannonsburg District's most recent rate case,
however, the new manager testified that the water district' s efforts to implement the plan were finally
beginning to pay off and that unaccounted-for water loss had decreased to 37.09 percent. 29 As of July 2019,
Cannonsburg District reported its unaccounted-for water loss was reported 29.50 percent. The Commission

26

Case No. 2014-00267, Cannonsburg Water District Surcharge (Ky. PSC Aug. 7, 2014).

27 Case No. 2011-00217, Application of Cannonsburg Water District for (1) Approval of Emergency Rate Relief and (2)
Approval of the Increase in Nonrecurring Charges (Ky. PSC Jun 4, 2012).
28

Case No. 2014-00267, Cannonsburg Water District Surcharge (Ky. PSC Apr. 13, 2015).

29

Case No. 2018-00376, Application of Cannonsburg Water District for Rate Adjustment for Small Utilities Pursuant to 807

KAR 5:076 (filed Nov. 13, 2018).
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acknowledged the role that the skilled and educated new manager played in Cannonsburg positive turn was
inva luable. The new manager began putting basic record keeping policies in place to review water pressure on
the system. The new manager initiated a plan to put in a zone metering system to improve the system,
specifically designed to address the water loss issue. The manager reported these issues to the board,
communicated to the Commission, and worked with an engineering firm to design a project to execute the
vision.30

Results of the 2019 Investigations: Characteristics Common
Among Struggling Water Utilities
Recognizing that excessive water loss is but a symptom of much larger operational and financial problems
faced by water utilities, the Commission sought to investigate whether there are common factors among
struggling water utilities that contribute to high levels of water loss.31 Not surprisingly, the investigations
revealed that it was not one but a combination of operational, managerial and fisca l deficiencies, which, over
time, led to the physical and financial deterioration of the water utility. Similar to how treating a symptom will
not cure a patient's disease, addressing one symptom will not necessarily cure the ailments of a distressed
water utility. Only a concerted, "big picture" approach to correcting the identified problems over time will
afford the water utility the opportunity to regain financial and operational integrity.
At its core, a water utility is a business and must be run as
such. Successful operation of a viable business requires a
certain amount of training, knowledge and experience. 32
Implementation of sound fiscal policies and operational
procedures ensures the financial health and longevity of any
business. If concerns other than the health and welfare of
the utility and its custome rs are permitted to factor into the

The ideal general manager
would be "a degreed individual
with a business background,
management background or
engineering background."

decision-making process, the long-term viability of the utility
as a business will be compromised.33

30

Case No. 2014-00267, Cannonsburg Water District Surcharge (Ky. PSC Apr. 13, 2015).

31

The Commission would like to acknowledge the cooperation of several organizations, including Kentucky Rural Water
Association, Kentucky Infrastructure Authority (KIA), USDA Rural Development, Northern Kentucky Water District, and
Kentucky American Water, all of which provided information and materials on best business practices and made
employees available to meet with Commission Staff. Their assistance helped further the Commission's understanding of
the many factors affecting water utilitles and the resources available to those utilities.
32

See Case No. 2018-00017, Martin County Water District ARF, (August 7, 2018 H.V.T. 5 :49:51-5:50:10), wherein Gregory
Heitzman testified that the ideal general manager would be "a degreed individual with a business background,
management background or engineering background."
33

The Commission sought input from the Kentucky Rural Water Association on materials available to water systems
managers and boards and found that there are several user-friendly guides to which water systems can refer in addition to
any in-person training received, including "The Water Board Bible: The handbook of modern water utility management" by
Ellen G. Miller and Elmer Ronnebaum; "Getting Results From Your Experts: Engineers, Attorneys & More" by Ellen G. Miller
and Elmer Ronnebaum; " Practical Personnel Management for Small Systems" by Ellen G. Miller; "Customers and You:
Practical Communications for Small Systems" by Ellen G. Miller; and the "Financial Accounting Guide for Small Water
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The water utilities subject to these investigations were presented with the same set of data requests and
questions from the Commission to discern whether common problems existed. The common characteristics
among the beleaguered utilities fall into three general categories: inadequate oversight and management;
poor financial and accounting practices; and detrimental extraneous influences.

Inadequate Oversight and Management
The Board and the General Manager
Oversight by a knowledgeable board and competent day-to-day management are vital to the operational
health of a water utility. If board members lack experience in corporate governance or have inadequate
knowledge of business best practices, the board will be ill-equipped to monitor and evaluate the performance
of the water utility's general manager. Untrained and inexperienced board members often will miss the signs
of financial distress, which indicate the need for a rate adjustment to fund necessary capital investments, and
conduct daily operations and maintenance of the water utility's system, because they do not know what
questions to ask or what type of reports and other information to require from their general manager. 34
Similarly, general managers who lack the necessary training and exper ience to run a water u tility will usually
fail to employ sound business practices that help ensure the viability of the water utility. 35 Well-run utilities
establish metrics to gauge performance over time, adopt policies and internal controls to ensure that business
best practices are followed, and maintain complete and accurate records relating to their o perations. 36 But an
untrained general manager simply does not have the insight or experience to implement such procedures.37
For example regarding a lack of internal controls, when North Manchester Water Association's current

Utilities" by Michael D. Peroo, CPA. These are small, manageable guides that contain basic internal controls and recordkeeping practices, roles of the board and the manger, and basic business advice.
34

See Appendix M and Appendix S. Because water loss reporting varies wildly and Is questionable at times, the
Commission opened administrative Case No. 2018-00394, Electronic Investigation into the Measuring, Recording, and
Reporting of Water Loss by Kentucky's Jurisdictional Water Utilities (Ky. PSC Nov 22, 2019).
35

See Appendix B, discussion of Cawood District needing to avail itself of the Water Resource Information System (WRIS),
which includes mapping of state water systems in its GIS (Geographic Information System). The Area Development
Districts (ADDs) are paid by the KIA to interview each water system annually to update any changes in the GIS. Utilities the
size of Cawood District have had all of their valves and hydrants mapped with GPS (Global Positioning System), and the
water lines have been adjusted to the location of the valves. All of this data is made available to water uti lities by the local
ADD. The ADD will print paper maps of the system at no cost every year. (https://kia.ky.gov/WRIS/Pages/ADD-GISStaff.aspx).
36

See Appendix H, North Manchester Association, discussing how the utility's records were misappropriated by the
association's former accountant. As such the association could not produce an annual report or use financial records to
complete an application for rate adjustment. Lack of proper oversight and management leaves utilities vulnerable to
being taken advantage of by the professionals they employ (North Manchester) and even by their own employees in cases
like that of Southern District (see Appendix J).
37

The Commission reached out to Northern Kentucky Water District (NKWD), a non-profit water district like the utilities
involved in Case No. 2019-00041, and Kentucky American Water, an investor-owned water company, to review some of
their best practices with regard to internal processes, including water loss detection plans, practices and employee manuals.
Both utilities employ policies and best business practices in an effort to ensure the most efficient use of ratepayer funds.
See also resources available from Kentucky Rural Water Service to inform on best business practices.
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management took over in late 2017, there were virtually no records of utility operations. 38 In addition, it
found that the Board President, who was also the CPA, conducted all the finances, billing, and payroll and kept
all of the utility's records off site which is a violation of 807 KAR 5:006, Sec.24. When the CPA was fired, all the
utility's records were thrown away or lost. Subsequently, utility management has been able to recover only a
portion of those records. 39
The water utilities were asked to provide information regarding their internal policies and procedures for such
items as customer billing, record keeping, meter testing and leak detection and repair.40 Both North
Manchester Water Association and Rattlesnake Ridge Water District acknowledged the lack of and the need
for a policies and procedures manual. Hyden-Leslie County Water District has no or insufficient written
procedures governing its meter testing and leak detection and repair.41
As noted when examining the board members who testified during the Commission's investigations, though
well meaning, many of the water utility commissioners lacked basic business acumen and any understanding
of the importance of following industry standards and business best practices. While some utility
commissioners might have been aware of their utility's high water loss, very few boards had taken action to
establish a water loss reduction target or required management to establish procedures for leak detection.

38

See North M anchester Association, July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 84:9-85:8.

39

Id. at Hearing Transcript 84:9-90:9.

"°Case No. 2019--00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss,, The data responses reveal the disorganization of the
water utilities and the inability of the water utilities to provide basic financial and operational records was revealed In
Rattlesnake Ridge District's Motion for Extension (filed Apr. 10, 2019}; Southern Water District' s Response (filed May 2,
2019} ( Responses filed late); Southern Water District's Response (filed June 13, 2019) (Responses flied late, including
statements such as "Since the PSC conducted the inspection and issued results, would those reports not already be on file
with the PSC." ); Milburn Water District's Response (filed April 29, 2019). See also, Case No. 2018-00017, Martin County
Water District ARF, (Ky. PSC Nov. 15, 2019) Martin County Water District had numerous instances where it filed
incomplete responses to Staff requests, incorrect financial information, and multiple instances where the Commission had
to request the same information multiple times because the utility could not provide basic business records. See also
Appendix H, North Manchester Association had the unusual circumstance that its records were missing. Appendix B,
Cawood District employed an accountant for years and until recently, kept its records off-site. The board hired a different
accountant to perform the tasks required of an accountant and the board did not extinguish its contract with the former
accountant.
41

See Appendix E, Hyden-Leslie District; Appendix H, North Manchester Association; and Appendix I, Rattlesnake Ridge
District.
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Some district boards have lacked the w ill to raise rates to
generate the revenue needed to maintain system reliability,
citing a concern for the impact of higher rates on low-income
customers. Delaying or ignoring the need for regular, gradual
rate adjustments, however, results in a deterioration of system
integrity and failing infrastructure. Ultimately, customers are
shocked with a much higher rate increase to fix deferred
problems than they would have if the water utility had
maintained the system over time.
For example, in case No. 2016-00068, Morgan County Water
District (Morgan District) sought an increase in water rates of
14.97 percent. In its review of the application, Commission Staff
determined that the district's operations warranted a rate
increase of 26.56 percent, but Morgan District nonetheless chose
only to implement the 14.97 percent rate increase sought in its
application. The district board's new Chairman testified that in
rejecting the higher rate increase, the board was "maybe trying
Figure 6, Morgan Caunty District Booster Pump,
to protect the citizens," many of whom he said were on fixed
2018 Inspection
incomes. 42 That proved shortsighted as the district continued to
struggle financially. 43 Less than two years later the district's board Chairman wrote to the Commission
requesting perm ission to implement the 26.56 percent increase recommended by Staff, stating that the lower
rate had proven to be Insufficient to generate the necessary revenue for the district. 44 Prior to case No. 201600068, the district had never sought a general rate increase other than a purchased water adjustment since its
formation in 1992.45
Likewise, questioning of water utility general managers uncovered many incidents of poor recordkeeping and
an absence of written policies regarding critical daily functions such as the payment of invoices, procurement
processes, or customer billing procedures.46 Failing to address under-billing of customer accounts, for example,

42
See Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss Morgan County District July 9, 2019 Hearing
Transcript, 27 :1-28:1 and Appendix L.

43

Id. at 33:11-34:5.

44

This request was denied because the rate case had concluded and Morgan District's request did not meet the filing
requirements for a new rate case application.

45

See Appendices M -P for a review of the conflicting responses provided during the discovery phase of Case No. 201900041, which highlights the disconnect between the critical obstacles facing the water districts and the lack of financial
planning to address such obstacles.
46

Case No. 2019-00131, Application of Southern Water and Sewer District for an Alternative Rate Adjustment, (Ky. PSC
Nov. 7, 2019) H.V.T 2:12:30-2:26:21; see generally Appendices A-K for discussions of recordkeeping problems and lack of
policies to produce accurate financial data or accurate water loss data as well as lack of meter testing schedules or
policies. While plans to replace meters vary, utility boards need to have good business practices in place to plan financially
to avoid issues such as those highlighted by Mountain Water District's application for approval of a loan to purchase
meters with a life expectancy of 25 years with a 40-year loan, such that the utility will still be paying for meters after they
will have needed to have been replaced. See Case No. 2019-00346. See also Opinions, MWD's $3.1M loan must not be
something taken lightly, Appa lachian News-Express, (Sept. 21, 2019) .
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can impede a utility's ability to provide evidentiary support for a
requested rate increase and lead to or perpetuate revenue shortfalls.
In addition, many of the small utilities have failed to establish
procedures for water loss prevention, leak detection and strategic
planning for infrastructure improvements. The Commission found that
a large portion of troubled water utilities' meters are not being tested
regularly, are outdated, are recording erroneous data, and, in some
cases, are completely non-functional.47 The habitual neglect of daily
maintenance and long-term repair and replacement of Infrastructure
has left some water systems teetering on the verge of collapse. Meter
replacement requires financial decisions and the use of basic financial
and accounting skills.
Situations such as Mountain Water District requesting approval to sell
bonds for a 40-year loan of $3.1 million to purchase replacement
meters with a useful life expectancy of only 25 years, are examples of
Figure 7, Big Sandy Water District Meter
Testing Bench
how utility boards do not plan for meter testing and/or replacement or
how they will finance
such required maintenance. Many times water utility boards
make short-term decisions without regard for the future
long-term financial obligations of the utility. It is absurd to
obligate a utility to pay for meters that will likely not be in
use for the better part of 20 years of the loan. This is an
example of what is referred to as an 023 loan, where an
applicant requests Commission approval of federal funding in
30 days and the Commission cannot reject the application to
approve the funding pursuant to KRS 278.023(3). 48
Without the guidance of knowledgeable and engaged board
Figure 8, Mountain Water District,

members, the leadership of an experienced general manager,
mountalnwaterdistrlctky.com
and a trained support staff, a troubled water utility has little
hope of overcoming the many challenges it must face on a daily basis.

47
See Appendix J, Southern Water District testimony regarding "neglect of testing the meters" (July 16, 2019 Hearing
Transcript 17:22). Southern District explained that the amount of excess water loss was the result of years of neglect and
that, under previous management, the utility did not spend the appropriate amounts on maintenance and leak detection,
nor test meters for accuracy at least every ten years as required by Commission regulation. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript
16:20-22, 17:11- 18:1).

48

See Appendix P.
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Poor Financial and Accounting Practices
Infrequent Rate Increases
For a myriad of reasons, many of which will be discussed in a later section of this report, the boards and
managers of sma ll, rural water utilities will take extraordinary steps to avoid coming to the Commission for a
rate increase, opting instead to try and operate on razor-thin margins. A utility that fails to increase revenues
to match rising expenses cannot maintain its financial integrity, especially over the long-term. Moreover, when
a utility delays increasing rates by covering operational expenses with depreciation reserves or through other
funding mechanisms, true financial needs are masked. Generally, the Commission can only review a utility's
financial position as part of Commission Staffs examination of the utility's books during a rate case, and when
to apply for a rate increase remains within the utility's discretion. At present, there is no statutory or
regulatory requirement that specifies rate review frequency or provides for any other triggers that would
require when a utility should seek a rate adjustment. 49

Unsustainable Accounting Practices
Depreciation is a non-cash expense used in accounting to
accurately match revenues to expenses in a given period by
allocating the cost of an asset over its useful life.so Accumulated
depreciation represents the total decline in an assets' value and
provides management with an indication of when the utility may
need to replace an asset based on the initial projected useful life.
If properly utilized, depreciation provides a funding source for
eventual cost recovery and replacement of the utility's original
investment by permitting the utility to charge customers
Figure 9, Big Sandy, Courtesy a/ wbur.org
depreciation expense in their base rates. Rather than maintaining
sufficient depreciation reserves and utilizing those funds for future capital improvements, many small water
utilities use the depreciation recovery In rates for normal daily operating and maintenance expenses and incur
debt or rely on grants to fund the majority of their capital spending. Typically, the amount placed into
depreciation reserve accounts is just enough to satisfy loan covenants, which is significantly less than what is
required if the funded amounts were calculated based upon the remaining useful lives of the utilities' assets.
Unfortunately, evidence of this gross neglect is reflected in crumbling water utility Infrastructure and the high
water loss statistics discussed in this report.
Adequate funding of depreciation reserves for these high water loss utilities is also hindered by 807 KAR 5:066,
Section (6)3, which limits a utility's recovery of expenses attributable to water loss for ratemaking proposes to
15 percent.s 1 When a utility is not permitted to recover those costs associated with the excess lost water,

49

See Appendix R.

so Depreciation is an accounting method of allocating the cost of an asset over its useful life, which accounts for the decline
in value and eventual replacement of an asset. The Uniform System of Accounts for Class A/B Water Districts and
Associations defines depreciation: "as applied to depreciable utility plant, means the loss in service value not restored by
current maintenance, incurred with connection with the consumption or prospective retirement of utility plant in t he course
of providing service from ca uses which are known to be in current operation and against which the utility is not protected
by insurance. Among the causes to be given consideration are wear and tear, decay, action of the elements, inadequacy,
obsolescence, changes in the art, changes in demand, and requirements of public authorities."
51

See footnote 5.
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management typically relies on the non-cash depreciation rate expenses recovery to pay for routine operation
and maintenance expenses.

Budgeting
Budgeting and monthly financial statements are essential items to the operation and financial health of an
organization and should be a priority for water districts and associations.
The majority of the water districts and associations that are the subject of the Commission's investigation rely
heavily on their external accountant for the preparation, review and presentation of an annual budget. Only
two of these utilities, Big Sandy Water District (Big Sandy District) and Morgan District, rely on internal
personnel to offer assistance in the budgetary process. Big Sandy District's Board Chairperson, stated that the
district's secretary/office manager was responsible for preparing the annual budget.5 2 Additionally, the
Chairperson of Morgan District, stated that the board treasurer and general manager and he were involved in
the development of the District's annual budget.53 Board members' lack of input and knowledge of the
budgetary process indicates that there is not an awareness of where revenue comes from or where and how
the expenditures are made for these water districts and associations. 54

Financial Statements
In addition to involvement in the budgetary process, board members should review on a monthly basis the
financial information of the utility, specifically all revenues and expenditures from the previous month. The
review should be a comparison of the budgeted line item amounts and the monthly expenditures and invoices
that are incurred by the water districts and associations.
Unfortunately, the water districts and associations involved w ith this report have not provided adequate
evidence that monthly statements or invoices are reviewed monthly by the board. Many of the water districts
and associations rely heavily on the external accountants to perform the review and follow-up on the
information concerning the monthly financial statements. Farmdale Water District's board treasurer testified
at the hearing that the board receives and reviews a monthly financial report of all revenues and expenditures.
He further testified that the monthly or quarterly
analysis and comparison of actual to budgeted amounts
needed more review and that the board should work on
that type of review.ss
Failure of the water districts and associations to
understand the budgetary process and the financial
review process hampers their ability to properly manage
the entire operation and delays the proper review of the

Figure 10, Martin County Water District, kentucky.com

operation to determine where areas of concern are and
how to address these concerns.

52

Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss, July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 29:1-9.

53

Id. at 107:19-25, 108:1-3.

54 See
55

Appendix M.

Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss, July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 253:17-25, 254:1-25,

255:1-12.
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Failure to understand budgetary process is further supported as the Commission discovered many outdated
tariffs, and contracts during its investigation in Case No. 2019-00041, including leak adjustment clauses and
contracts unfavorable to the utilities that current management were not aware existed in some instances. 56
Big Sandy District and Rattlesnake Ridge both had contracts on their books that allowed for a situation where a
utility might sell water for less than the amount it paid to purchase the water.s 7
For example, the Emergency Supply Agreement between Big Sandy District and the city of Paintsville, dated
June 21, 2004, which was not filed with the Commission as required by 807 KAR 5:011 Section 13, but
discovered in the course of the investigation. Big Sandy District, because of the lower rate in the contract, will
potentially sell water for less than it pays when Paintsville has an emergency event and purchases water from
Big Sandy District. High water loss in Big Sandy District's system will create an even greater loss financially for
Big Sandy District. The contract provides that In the event that one of the parties experiences an emergency
and requires a supply of water the other party will, if capable at the time of the emergency, supply water to
the party in need. The rate to be paid by the purchaser set out in the contract is $2.00 per 1,000 gallons, which
is less than what Big Sandy District pays any of its suppliers.58 Big Sandy District's chairman testified that the
rate needed to be updated in the contract.s9
Rattlesnake Ridge has a wholesale contract with
the City of Grayson to both sell and purchase
water for $4.30 per 1,000 gallons. Per
Rattlesnake Ridge' s tariff, it will sell water at
wholesale to both Big Sandy District and to the
City of Vanceburg for $3.82 per 1,000 gallons.
Even though Rattlesnake Ridge produced the
majority of its water, there are instances where
at the wholesale level, it will sell water for less
than it purchases water.60
Figure 11, Rattlesnake Ridge, Courtesy of Kentucky.com

56

See Appendix Q; see also Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss , Estill District, July 10, 2019

Hearing Transcript 113:1-144:12.
57

See Appendix I, Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss, Rattlesnake Ridge, July 17, 2019 Hearing

Transcript 51:9-16; and Appendix A, Big Sandy.
sa Case No. 2016--00423, Purchased Water Adjustment Filing Of Big Sandy Water District, Exhibit 1 at 1 (Ky. PSC Jan. 4,
2017). Big Sandy District purchases all of its water from five (5) different suppliers at various rates. The city of Kenova,
West Virginia' s wholesale rate is $2.55 per 1,000 gallons while the city of Louisa, Kentucky's wholesale rate is $3.06 per
1,000 gallons. The city of Ashland, Kentucky charges $2.19 per 1,000 gallons, which is the same amount charged by
Cannonsburg Water District for wholesale water. Finally, Rattlesnake Ridge Water District's wholesale rat e is $3 .82 per
1,000 gallons.
59

See Appendix A, Big Sandy, Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss, July 17, 2019 Hearing

Transcript 23:14-25.
60 See

Appendix I, Case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss , Rattlesnake Ridge, July 17, 2019 Hearing
Transcript 51:9-16. Rattlesnake Ridge should evaluate its contracts and tariffs on a regular basis.
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Rate Increases Through Other Means
Water utilities frequently file for rate increases as part of a loan process to fund a capital project(s). These
capital projects are approved by the water utility board, bundled together into a package, and submitted to
various state and federal funding agencies for grants and loans. Typically, an engineering firm completes the
technical project specifications along with the financial documentation 61 supporting the loan application and
then works with the fund ing agencies to help secure financing. It is only after funding is conditionally approved
that the water utility then submits these projects for Commission review and approval under either
KRS 278.023 (023 Applications) or KRS 278.020 in conjunction with KRS 278.300 (020/300 Applications).62
In evaluating submitted projects, funding institutions, such as the KIA and the Kentucky Rural Water Finance
Corporation (collectively, 020/300 Applications), or U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Development (USDA
RD) (023 Applications), limit their assessment of a water utility's financial health to the utility's ability to repay
the loan at issue. 63 Not only are these assessments of the utility's financial condition by the funding agencies
less extensive than the typical review Commission Staff would undertake during a rate proceeding, but also, at
least in regard to projects that are fede rally funded (023 Applications), the Commission cannot reject the
application and the Commission's scope of review is severely limited by statute.64
The Commission is concerned that water utilities are using rate increases obtained through 023 Applications to
avoid coming to the Commission for a comprehensive rate case. This practice prevents Commission Staff from
reviewing the financial state of the water utility and whether the water utility is accounting for long-term
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Many small water utilities have developed relationships with a single engineering fi rm that has lasted for years. This is
an understandable consequence of the utilities' size and its inability to afford a full-time engineer whose allegiance is to
the utility. The use of engineering firms as "one-stop-shops" for capital project planning, project conception, engineering
design, contracting, and construction presents an inherent conflict of interest risk on the part of the engineering firms.
The engineering firms' personnel need to work on projects to generate revenue, which could lead them to put the
financial w ellbeing of the engineering firm ahead of that of their client, the small water utility.
62 See KRS 278.023, Approval of federally - funded construction projects-Commission review of agreement and supporting
documents - Surcharge; and KRS 278.020, Certificate of convenience and necessity required for construction provision of
utility service or of utility - Exceptions-Approval required for acquisition or transfer of ownership - Public hearing on
proposed transmission line - limitations upon approval of application to transfer control of utility or to abandon or cease
provision of services - Hearing-Severability of Provisions.

63 It should be noted that the state and federal len ding agencies properly adhere to federally mandated lending
guidelines, which tend to focus more on a water utilities' short-term financial viability and the debt coverage ratio during
the life of their loan. For example, KRS 278.023 applications require a depreciation reserve for short-lived assets but not
for long-term assets, which understates the amount of depreciation reserve the utility should be required to maintain.
Simply put, the missions of these lending agencies differ from that of the Commission, which, as a regulatory body
charged with oversight of utility rates and service, must undertake a more comprehensive review of a water utilities'
financia l viability in both the short and long terms.
64 KRS 278.023(3) requires the Commission to complete its review of 023 applications in 30 days, which limits the
Commission's ability to thoroughly review the project(s) and the proposed rates supporting it. While the Commission may
recommend changes to the utility and the federal agency, KRS 278.023(3) prohibits the Commission from modifying or
rejecting any portion of the agreement. The Commission has greater discretion in analyzing the purpose, need, and rate
impact of 020/300 applications, the most common of which are for capital projects but which also ca n be used for debt
refinancing. However, unlike 023 Applications, revised rates in 020/300 Applications do not include a depreciation reserve
account. Because there is no requirement for the utility adding asset s to its books to make corresponding additions to its
reserve accounts, depreciation reserves will be inadequate for the maintenance and replacement of these additional

asset s.
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financial needs. The fact that the critical financial planning documents and operational planning policies
identified and requested by Staff during the discovery phase of Case No. 2019-00041 were in many cases
created in response to Staff's request illustrat es the guidance the Commission can provide in the
administrative process of review.65

Unauthorized Debt
KRS 278.300 requires jurisdictional utilities to obtain Commission approval prior to issuing any form of
indebtedness that has a term exceeding two years.66 Various Commission investigations have discovered
instances in which water utilities have violated statute and procured loans without the required Commission
approval. Water utilities enter into such loans for any number of
reasons, ranging from the financing of capital projects to the payment of
operating expenses or, worse yet, to fu nd debt payments for other prior
existing loans. Investigations have revealed that despite annual water
training progra ms many water utility board members and managers are
unaware of the requirements of KRS 278.300. To compound the
problem, many water utilit ies do not perform the necessary financial
analysis to determine whether their current rates can support the debt
load of the new loan. As a resu lt, the utility finds itself in a deeper
downward spiral as revenues are not sufficient to cover operating
expenses and debt service. In addition, both the utility and its board
members face possible fines for violating KRS 278.300.

Detrimental Extraneous Influences
As previously mentioned, boards and managers of small, rural water
utilities will take extraordinary steps to avoid raising their ra tes. We
question why would those responsible for providing safe and reliable water service to t heir family, friends and
neighbors be so reluctant to increase rates w hen failure to do so potentially jeo pardizes t he utility's financial
stability and capability to delivered good clean potable water. Or why are they so adamantly opposed to even
consider alternatives such as consolidation, merger or a possible sale of their water utility, which might offer
the best long-term outlook for their customers? Over the course of our investigations and numerous other
proceedings involving small, rural utilities, the Commission has learned that the answer to these questions is
twofold.
First, water util ity board members - who are responsible for hiring water utility general managers - are
appointed by local elected officials. Unfortunately t he goals of local officials are often diametrically opposed to
the needs of the water utility. Elected officials do not want rate increases approved by their water board
appointees to become an issue during t heir next campaign for re-elect ion. Second, our beloved
Com monwealth with its 120 counties has a long history of favoring " loca l control" and of fearing anything that
65

See Appendi>< B, Cawood Water District, July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript 173:6-173 :19, wherein Cawood's General
Manager e><plains that the district did not have a capital improvement plan prior to the general manager creating one in
response to St affs data request served in Case No. 2019-00041, that was t hen approved by the district's board approved.
See also Appendices M-P.
66

KRS 278.300, Issuance or assumption of securities by utilities. See also Appendi>< C.
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could lead to relinquishing even a small portion of that control. Consequently, water board commissioners and
managers face political, societal and even intrinsic pressures that can lead to poor decision-making. These
pressures lead the commissioners to keep their rates artificially low or, in some cases, to implement a rate that
is lower than what the Commission has determined necessary for them to adequately operate. These
pressures ultimately inhibit their ability to objectively evaluate long-term solutions to the insurmountable
challenges facing their water systems.
It is important to note here that, in making these observations, the Comm ission's intent is not to ignore or
diminish the impact of higher water rates on economically distressed customer bases of failing water util ities.
The Commission recognizes that these conditions are typically causal of each other and many in these areas
are already struggling due to loss of employment opportunities and decreased funding for local government
needs and the reduction or elimination of assistance services at these communities. We acknowledge the
plight of these citizens as well as the injustice in the fact that they likely face higher water rates to make up for
years of mismanagement and poor oversight of their local public utility. However, the fact remains that these
failing infrastructure issues must be addressed, and there is simply not enough federal or state funding to
complete all the repairs that need to be done. Without financial support from the local customer base, water
service and water quality will continue to deteriorate.
Merger is one of the possible solutions to the state-wide deterioration of Kentucky's water systems that are
too small to defer costs among their ratepayers. The obstacles to merger include the "local control" argument,
but also the smallest water districts have boards of commissioners that are political appointments and carry
local prestige and in some cases,
benefits.67
West Carroll Water District {West
Carroll District) and Milburn
Water District (Milburn District)
are two examples of water
districts that the optimum
solution to address their water
loss issues is a merger or
consolidation with another entity.
Both West Carroll District and
Milburn District stated that the
primary issues affecting their
systems were the age of their
water mains, customer density,
Figure 12, Milburn Water District, 2018 PSC Inspections
and topography. West Carroll
District does not have any employees
and is operated under a contract agreement with Carrollton Utilities. West Carroll District's Commissioners are
paid a monthly fee for oversight of the operations of the water district and liability insurance expenses. Aside
case No. 2019-00041, Investigation into Excessive Water Loss, West Carroll District, July 11, 2019 Hearing Transcript
25:11, where West Carroll Chairperson first states she sees no benefit to merger but later acknowledges that she would
consider the idea of merger as an option to help the utility. See also id. at 144:5-148:3, where West Carroll board advisor,
Bill Osborne of Carrollton Utilities, explained that costs for liability insurance could be saved in the event of merger.
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from the Commissioner's fees and insurance, the rest of West Carroll's expenses are accounted for per the
contract agreement w ith Carrollton Utilities. West Carroll District's system is connected to Carrollton Utilities,
the entity that currently operates West Carroll District's system . West Carroll would benefit from economies of
scale by merging/consolidating with Carrolton Utilities.
Milburn District does not have any employees, but instead has two contract employees that are compensated
on an agreed upon monthly fee with allowances for when extra work hours are required of them. Milburn District
only has 136 customers. They have had estimates totaling $1.S to $2 million to eliminate and " tie-in" line dead
ends. 68 Milburn District simply does not have the customer density to be able to financially afford the repairs
needed to their system.
Despite the critical state of some of the water utilities named in Case No. 2019-00041, water districts like
Martin District and Southern District argued against merger or regionalization and rehabilitation through the
use of a management company because they claim that their rate payers want "local control" over the water
in their district. When the chairman of Southern District's board testified at its Case No. 2019-00041 hearing,69
the chairman admitted he misunderstood what it would mean to sell the district to Kentucky American Water
Company. He also admitted that if UMG management company had not been hired at Southern, the district
would have collapsed, stating, " In my opinion, the district could not have survived without a private company
coming in to take over the management operations.70
Unfortunately, in the worst instances of water system failure, the rate payers do not associate the fai lure with
the local managers and boards of commissioners that caused the problem. Those local managers and local
boards of commissioners are responsible for permitting the system to fail and making the bad decisions t hat
led to the failure. Despite the administrative authority the Commission is granted by KRS 278, the
Commission's authority is not as persuasive as the opinion of
the residents of the water district or the opinion or
perception of the neighboring counties. The Commission
has the expertise to review a water utility's records,
practices and operational failure and recommend the utility
hire a management company, but the utility is influenced by
its ratepayers who perceive a loss of "local control" and the
board members are not savvy enough to understand their
role to protect the water district would still exist if an

Figure 13, Mortin County Water District

management company was in place . The board members
have a great deal of local influence, but do not understand
the benefit of a management company or do not have the
skills to use their role to promote the best for the water utility.

Again, the system relies on individuals that are not required to have education or business experience to
oversee the manager. Additionally, there is a concern about a rate increase in the case of a management
company and as discussed above, rate increases can be political. Many boards of commissioners have been
told for years not to increase the rates or they would be replaced because the judge executive at the time
made the decision that the residents could not afford a rate increase. Many systems could use a professional
68

Milburn District, July 18, 2019 Hearing Transcript 42:11-20.
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See Appendix J and Case No. 2019-00041, Southern District, July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 65:18-81:9; 81:6-81:9).
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management company to provide efficiencies to put utilities like, for example, Martin District, in a financial
position to make the needed improvements to its system and absorb the cost when equipment fails in the
normal operation of the system. Currently, each instance of equipment failure threatens the demise of the
system.71

Recommendations
Certain water systems in Kentucky are not performing well, and the customers of those systems are bearing
the consequences, including poor water quality and paying more than they should for substandard water
service. The Commission has taken steps to improve the water systems under its jurisdiction (see Appendices
A-K) and it will continue to do so as outlined in this report and in its final Order issued in the water loss
investigations. However, the Commission is only one of several administrative and regulatory agencies tasked
with providing oversight and ensuring funding for safe drinking water throughout the Commonwealth, and
each has a role to play in identifying processes and policies that led to the infrastructure challenges our water
utilities now face and in finding solutions. Working together strategically, we can help these systems become
operationally and financially sound once again and safeguard the health and welfare of Kentucky's citizens. The
following recommendations and conclusions are intended for consideration and discussion by the general
assembly, all administrative and regulatory agencies with jurisdiction over water utilities, funding entities and
other stakeholders.

New or Enhanced Statutory or Regulatory Requirements
Qualifications of Water Utility General Manager. A water utility general manager must ensure compliance
w ith federal and state water quality standards; maintain the system's infrastructure by consistently adjusting
rates and successfully applying for grants and low interest loans; and oversee the provision of safe and reliable
water service to the utility's customers. To adequately perform these and other duties required by the
position, one must have an understanding of the need for internal controls and how to develop, adopt and
enforce them; the ability to supervise both office and field personnel; and knowledge of basic accounting and
budget preparation principles as well as an understanding of the legal duties attendant to the position. Yet, we
have found that many general managers have little, if any, background in business management and that they
lack not only the experience but also the education necessary to successfully operate a water utility. The
Commission recommends statutory changes that would require water district or water association general
managers to have formal educational and professional requirements (to be outlined in statute) for the position
and require annual attendance of at least 12 hours at professional seminars, the course materials and
instructors of which to be approved in advance by the Commission.

Employment of a Staff Engineer. Each water district or association, individually or jointly in cooperation with
other similarly situated districts or associations, should employ a graduate engineer on staff.72 This
requirement could be met if the general manager holds a degree in engineering. Outside engineers identify
and design capital projects, apply for grants and other funding, and oversee construction. A resident engineer
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Case No. 2018-00017, Martin County Water District ARF (Ky. PSC Nov. 15, 2019).

The 2007 Management Audit Report of the Martin County Water District conducted by the Barrington-Wellesley Group
recommended employment of an engineer individually or jointly with other water districts. (See Management and
Process Audit of Martin County Water District, Final Report Chapter 3, Recommendation 01 on page 111-8, dated
March 19, 2007).
72
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could serve that function on a regular basis as well as oversee infrastructure maintenance and replacement. In
addition, the resident engineer could help with supervision and management of any contracted engineering
services. Water utilities sharing the services of an engineer is an example of how water districts could
cooperate to share the services of an engineer to stretch their limited financial resources, as well.

Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plan. Each water district and association should be required to
develop a comprehensive Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plan that must be filed with and approved by
the Commission. Any changes to the Plan also must be filed with and approved by the Commission.
Periodically- at least every 3 years - water districts and associations must report to the Commission their
adherence to and compliance with the Plan as well as progress made toward infrastructure replacement
provided for therein .

Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Surcharge or Rider. In order to provide clarity and remove any
uncertainty surrounding requests for same, the Commission recommends formal codification of its authority
to establish a Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Surcharge or Rider, the proceeds of which will be devoted
exclusively to infrastructure improvement and replacement.

Authority to Effect a Merger or Consolidation. As previously discussed, while Kentucky is ahead of the
curve when it comes to regionalization on a national level, there is more work to be done here at home. The
Commission recommends consideration of legislation that would grant authority to involuntarily merge
distressed water utilities with other, interconnected distribution systems, including municipal water utilities.

Authority to Effect a Rate Case as part of Funding Review Process. In order to maintain utilities
financially and operationally, the Commission should have the authority to review the utility's financial and
operational needs during its review of funding requests pursuant to KRS 278.020 or KRS 278.023 . The current
30 day time period to perform the initial review of the funding request should be extended to 60 days and
upon indication that a utility's financial or operational needs require an adjustment in rates, the Commission
should have the authority to effect a rate case.

Augmented Regulatory Oversight
Designated Infrastructure Accounts Restricted to Water Loss Reduction. As previously discussed, for
ratemaking purposes, 807 KAR 5:066, Section 6(3) does not allow an adjustment in rates for unaccounted-for
water in excess of 15 percent, however, the Commission recommends allowing a utility, upon submission of an
approved Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plan, to collect the difference between 15 percent and the
percentage of water loss in excess of 15 percent, to be maintained in a separate account that is restricted for
Commission approved infrastructure repair intended to reduce water loss. These funds would be in addition to
any Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Surcharge or Rider previously identified above.

Infrastructure Engineer. The Commission should be authorized to establish the staff position of
Infrastructure Engineer with job duties exclusively devoted to the review, approval and oversight of the
implementation of the Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plans filed by water districts and associations.

Infrastructure Planning Committee. The Commission together with the Division of Water should establish a
joint committee to promote, design, and develop infrastructure planning by water districts and associations as
well as to review and enforce compliance with their respective Qualified Infrastructure Improvement Plans.
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Improved Oversight and Management of Water Utilities
Regional Water Boards. Consideration should be given to the creation of regional water boards to oversee
the management of regional and local water supply, infrastructure and resources. Such a management
structure would serve to reduce duplication of services, achieve economies of scale in purchasing, and permit
the employment of a professionally qualified general manager at a salary commensurate with the
responsibilities of the office. Regional Water Board Commissioners would be appointed by the Governor to
staggered four-year terms with appointments to be confirmed by the Senate. Such boards would be subject to
Commission jurisdiction and the Commission would retain jurisdiction over the construction of facilities,
financing and rates.

Eliminate Partisan Political Pressure. Water district oversight and management should be separated from
the authority of the county judge executive and fiscal court so as to reduce local partisan political influence.
Such interference compromises timely infrast~ucture maintenance and replacement by impeding necessary
and periodic rate increases, leading to the use of funds that should be dedicated to infrastructure needs to
cover current operating expenses. Water district commissioners should be appointed by Regional Water Board
Commissioners, subject to the qualifications of holding a college degree and to passing an examination
developed and administered by the Commission. Appointing water commissioners by the Regional Water
Board and enhancing the qualifications for the position should attract better candidates and remove a level of
partisan political pressure from the appointing process.

Annual Audit Requirements. All annual audits of water utilities should include a discussion and critical
analysls of internal controls, operating procedures and perceived or potential deficiencies in management
practices. Water associations also should be required to undergo annual audits. (They are not required to do
so under current law) . Water districts and associations should be required to bid out auditing services
contracts and change auditing firms at least every three years. Consideration should be given to establish a
common database of periodic utility filings that can be shared across the state agencies that would reduce the
redundant reporting burden and facilitate cooperation with various state regulatory agencies.

Periodic Rate and Operations Review. Every water district and association should be subjected to a rate
and operations review every three years to ensure that revenue is adequate to properly operate the system
over the long term. Rate increases recommended by Commission Staff should be required to be implemented
in full by the utility. The Commission further recommends that its authority to require that the portion of rates
applicable to infrastructure replacement be utilized only for that purpose and be specifically codified .
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Conclusion
Ready to work as part of a united force to Improve water quality and service. The Commission
recognizes and appreciates the attention the Kentucky General Assembly has given to issues plaguing troubled
water systems. In addition to the investigations of water utilities with excessive water loss, the Commission
has been collaborating with the funding agencies to confront some of the problems identified. The
Commission also is examining its own regulations, specifically the one that disallows recovery for water loss
that exceeds 15 percent (807 KAR 5:066, Section 6(3)) . As the infrastructure problems faced by Kentucky's
water and wastewater utilities vary in nature and degree, solutions have to be considered in broad terms. The
Commission hopes sharing the results of its investigations can serve to further the efforts that all interested
parties are making to implement better processes for water utilities.. Soon, the Commission will be issuing a
formal order directing the water utilities investigated in Case No. 2019-00041 to take specific action to right
the course . The water utilities will be expected to report their progress to the Commission within specified
timeframes. Examples of actions the Commission will be requiring include establishing policies and procedures
for leak detection, developing written customer billing policies, and completing water audits. The Commission
is releasing this report contemporaneous with the issuance of the formal Order in Case No. 2019-00041, to
capture all elements of these investigations-complete with findings, conclusions and recommendations. One
thing on which we can all agree is that, if not addressed now, these problems will continue to mount along
with the costs of remediation-costs that are already well beyond what the customer bases of these rural
water utilities can bear. We must work together to find solutions for the challenges these water utilities face.
The Comm ission welcomes your feedback and stands ready to work with any and all relevant stakeholders to
improve water quality and service for all Kentuckians.
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APPENDIX A
Big Sandy Water District

Organized in 1977, Big Sandy Water District (Big Sandy District) serves 4,794 customers. It purchases all of its
water from five different suppliers: city of Kenova, West Virginia, city of Ashland, city of Louisa, Rattlesnake
Ridge District, and Cannonsburg District. Big Sandy District reported a 40.77 percent water loss for 2018. (2018
Annual Report at 57, line 33). Based on Big Sandy District's most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water
loss to 15 percent, it could reduce its cost of water by $328,389. (2018 Annual Report at SO and 57).
The utility's last general rate case was Case No. 2012-00152, in which the district requested an 11.70 percent
increase but due to adjustments for excessive water loss, depreciation, unauthorized debt, a purchased water
adjustment, and other routine adjustments received a 5.10 percent increase. Big Sandy District consistently
files purchased water adjustments as its suppliers increase their wholesale rates. Big Sandy District increased
rates in Case No. 2016-00423, a purchased water adjustment due to a wholesale supplier increase in its
wholesale rate. The final Order Issued in Case No. 2016-00423 calculated that reducing water loss to 15
percent would potentially reduce purchased water expense by $192,105. (Id., Purchased Water Adjustment
Filing Of Big Sandy Water District (Ky. PSC Jan. 4, 2017)). Big Sandy District recently increased rates effective
October 7, 2019, in Case No 2019-00275, a case filed pursuant to KRS 278.023. The total water improvement
project cost is $3,040,000. (Application Of Big Sandy Water District For A Certificate Of Public Convenience And
Necessity To Construct A System Improvements Project And An Order Approving A Change In Rates And
Authorizing The Issuance Of Securities Pursuant To KRS 278.023 (Ky. PSC Oct. 7, 2019)).
A letter from the Boyd County Attorney, Daniel King Ill, informed the Commission of a vacancy on Big Sandy
District's Board of Commissioners. The Commission initiat ed an investigation, Case No. 2019-00187, to
determine whether a vacancy existed. ( Id., An Investigation Of Possible Vacancy On The Board Of
Commissioners Of Big Sandy Water District (Ky. PSC Jul. 10, 2019). The final Order in this proceeding has not
been issued as of the time of this report.
Paul Thomas Big Sandy District's current board chairman w as appointed to the board in 1981. (July 17, 2019
Hearing Transcript 9:17-18). Mr. Thomas testified at the formal hearing that the district does not have a
general manger. He stated the district relies on a field manager and office manager that work closely with each
other and the board. He stated that this arrangement works well for their system, and that the board is not
currently planning to fill the general manager position. (Id. at 17:11-18:21). The Commission believes that Big
Sandy District would be better served with a qualified general manager. The field manager and office manager
focus on the day to day operations, a general manager would provide broader oversite of the utility and the
Issues facing Big Sandy District.
During the course of this proceeding, multiple issues regarding the operations of the utility highlight the
challenges faced by a small rural water utility. Big Sandy District provided to the Commission a list of its top
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three obstacles that the utility believes are preventing or slowing its progress in reducing water loss. They are
(1) aging infrastructure, (2) lack of valves to isolate leaks, and {3) lack of training in leak detection techniques.
(Response to Commission Staffs Request for Information Dated May 31, 2019). The utility has not tested all of
its meters within the requirements as set out in the regulations, {807 KAR 5:066 Section 16) does not have a
meter testing schedule, and has financially been unable to maintain sufficient meters in stock for replacement.
(July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 116:3-5). Mr. James Blanton, former field operations manager, testified that
2,100 meters have been in service for more than ten years without being tested. (Id. at 99:17-100:8).
Commission Staff periodic inspections in June 2015 and June 9, 2017 cited the utility for having meters in
service that had not been tested. (Id. at 39:1-41 :25). As meters age, especially after reaching an age in excess
of ten years their accuracy is questionable and may read up to 20 percent below the actual water that is
consumed. Big Sandy District's wholesale suppliers have tested their master meters and provided the test
results, except for the City of Ashland. Ashland has informed Big Sandy District in the past when internal parts
are replaced but have not provided test information concerning the master meters. (Id. at21:7-22:21).
Mr. Thomas testified that Big Sandy District has an Emergency Supply Agreement with the city of Paintsville.
The signed contract, dated June 21, 2004, has no recent amendments. The contract is for the provision of
water to either party in the event one of the parties has an emergency event. The rate in the contract is $2 .00
per 1,000 gallons. Big Sandy District purchases all of its water from five different suppliers. The various
wholesale rates that Big Sandy District pays to the five suppliers are all higher than the $2.00 per 1,000 gallon
rate in the Emergency Supply Agreement. Big Sandy District will potentially sell water for less than it pays
when Paintsville has an emergency event and purchases water from Big Sandy District. Mr. Thomas further
testified that the two entities have not purchased or sold any water between themselves since the agreement
was signed. Mr. Thomas acknowledged that the rate needs to be updated in the contract. (July 17, 2019
Hearing Transcript 23:14-25). All special contracts are required to be on file with the Commission. (807 KAR
5:011 Section 13.) The Emergency Supply Agreement between Big Sandy District and the city of Paintsville is
not on file with the Commission. Big Sandy District should file the original agreement and an amendment
updating the rate to a more reasonable amount that covers the costs incurred .
Mr. Thomas further testified that the district had directed their engineer to develop a project that would
address Big Sandy District's water loss. On September 12, 2019, Big Sandy District filed an application pursuant
to KRS 278.023 for a CPCN to construct system improvements and for approva l to increase rates and issue
securities. (Case No. 2019-00275, Application Of Big Sandy Water District For A Certificate Of Public
Convenience And Necessity To Construct A System Improvements Project And An Order Approving A Change In
Rates And Authorizing The Issuance Of Securities Pursuant To KRS 278.023 (Ky. PSC Oct. 7, 2019)). This project
will replace aging infrastructure and materials such as blue max PVC that have contributed to the district's high
water loss.
Big Sandy District's system is adjacent to the systems of the cities of Louisa, Ashland, Paintsville, Cannonsburg
District and to the Rattlesnake Ridge District. Consolidation of systems could provide efficiencies and
economies of scale and should be considered .
Big Sandy District repeatedly demonstrated t hat it does not have sufficient business acumen to analyze its
financials or use financial tools available to it in terms of financial forecasting, budgeting, or even the review of
financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. For example, Big Sandy District does not have a
policy for analyzing whether a rate increase is needed and typically relies on rate increases that result from

023 loans for federally-funded construction projects. (July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 35:15-36:25). The lack
of business acumen regarding Big Sandy District's financial position adversely impacts its ability to render safe,
adequate, and reliable service.
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Appendix A
Report

As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed Big Sandy District within six months of the Final Order
in Case No. 2019-00041 to:
a.
Develop and implement a plan to test the 2,100 meters that are ten years old or older that have
not been tested.
b.
Develop a set schedule for meter and valve testing as part of its leak detection and water loss
mitigation plan and to comply with the requirements of 807 KAR 5:066, Section 16., on a going forward basis.
c.
Fill the vacant general manger position with a qualified person.
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APPENDIX B
Cawood Water District

Organized in 1964, Cawood Water District (Cawood District) owns and operates a water distribution system
through which it provides water service to 1,680 customers in Harlan County, Kentucky. Cawood District
produces most of its water; however, it also purchases some of its water from the Pineville Utility Commission.
For the calendar year ended December 31, 2018, Cawood District reported 37.84 percent water loss. Based on
Cawood District's most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, it could reduce its cost
of water by $32,353 . (2018 Annual Report at 50 and 57).
Cawood District's last adjustment of rates pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076 was in Case No. 2017-00309. During the
course of the proceedings in that case, a water outage occurred in Cawood District from November 13, 2017,
through November 15, 2017. A letter written by Brent D. Roark, Superintendent of Harlan County Board of
Education, described a "serious pattern of problems" and multiple instances of dismissing school early or
closing schools due to water outages or health hazards created by water services provided by Cawood District.
In the final Order to Case No. 2017-00309, the Commission noted that Cawood District's water loss in excess of
the 15 percent allowable for ratemaking purposes was 31.04 percent, and that if Cawood District were to
decrease its water loss, it would reduce its cost of water by $42, 780.
Cawood District's system is not currently GPS mapped, and utility personnel stated that the only existing maps
were physical copies. If a call for 811 is made to locate a line, utility personnel is tasked with locating the line.
(July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript 152:2 - 152:15). Cawood District states that it would cost $4,200 to initially
GPS map its system, and $750 annually in order to maintain it on the cloud. (Id. at 154:15 -155:6).
The Water Resource Information System (WRIS) has mapped all of the water systems in the state into their GIS
(Geographic Information System). This includes water lines, meters, pumps, tanks, and treatment plants. The
Area Development Districts (ADDs) are paid by the KIA to interview each water system annually to update any
changes in the GIS. Additionally, those water systems that serve a population of 10,000 or less have had all of
their valves and hydrants mapped with GPS (Global Positioning System) and the water lines have been
adjusted to the location of the valves. All of this data is available to the water system from the local ADD and
the ADD will print paper maps of the system at no cost every year. This is a service that small rural water
systems, such as Cawood Water District, should use.
If a call is made to 811 to locate a line, then utility personnel are tasked with locating the line. If the water lines
are located accurately in the WRIS, then the 811 call system can use those lines with a buffer of, for example,
200 feet, to delineate the area for the 811 call. This way utility personnel are not sent out on every 811 call in
southern Harlan county, but only to those areas with a nearby water line. Again, the ADD GIS staff can help a
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small utility with this. The WRIS has contact information for the ADD GIS staff on their web page
(https://kia.ky.gov/WRIS/Pages/ADD-GIS-Staff.aspx).
Should Cawood Water District perform a survey of its meters, it should include GPS locations as part of its
survey. Cawood should consider investing in an option such as COP Engineers Geospatial Tools to use the
available GIS data in their operations.
In addition to not having GPS mapping, Cawood District has been unable to stay in compliance with meter
testing requirements, and this has been a recurring deficiency during the utility's periodic inspections
performed by the Commission. At the July 9, 2019 hearing, Cawood District's general manager testified that
changing out meters is one of the priorities that he has, and that the Cawood District field crew spends its
mornings three days a week changing out meters. (July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript 121:12 -122:3).
Cawood District has hired three new employees, two of which are dedicated to leak detection. (July 9, 2019
Hearing Transcript 122:18 -122:23). The general manager also personally performs leak detection. Since this
crew was hired and several major leaks were found, Cawood District personnel stated that they have been
able to shut their plant down between seven and a half and eight hours per day. (Id. at 124:11 -125:5). In
addition to hiring three new employees, Cawood District has purchased a flow meter for leak detection and
has been trained by Kentucky Rural Water Association on the use of the device. (Id.at 140:6 - 140:10). Cawood
District is currently a party to Case No. 2018-00068, An Investigation into the Feasibility of Proposed Merger of
Cawood Water District and Black Mountain Utility District (Black Mountain District) Pursuant to KRS 74.361,
which is still pending. The case was originally opened because after review of Cawood District's procedures in
Case No. 2017-00309, Commission inspections, Commission Staff interviews, and other publicly available
information, it has given the appearance that Cawood District is not providing reasonable and adequate water
service. When questioned at the hearing on July 9, 2019 about a possible merger, Cawood District's chairman
responded that he felt that it wouldn't be good for Cawood District's customers to have a merger, because
Black Mountain District has its own set of problems. (July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcripld.at 90:12 - 90:22) . He
also stated that he felt that the changes that Cawood District has made in the last year has gotten them on the
right track to improving their system.
Cawood District's chairperson explained the board' s activities included resolving an issue with the state
regarding an area of its pipes that is unapproachable due to debris piled on in the course of state road work;
that the board sanctioned more leak detection efforts; and has approved the purchase of more leak detection
equipment. Cawood District repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have sufficient business acumen to
analyze its financials or use financial tools available to it in terms of financial forecasting, budgeting, or even
the review of financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. For example, Cawood District's
chairperson testified he did not know whether there is a budget or whether a budget was approved by the
water district commissioners. (July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript 87:4- 12) and admitted he had no business
experience. The chairperson was previously a coal miner for 24 years and was not employed in management
and the rest of the board did not have a background in business. The lack of business acumen regarding
Cawood District's financial position adversely impacts its ability to render safe, adequate, and reliable service.
(Id. at 87, 104-108).
Since the Final Order in Case No. 2017-00309 was issued, and Case No. 2018-00068 was opened, Cawood
District has had turnover with its management. Cawood District's chairman testified at the hearing that the
previous management had been let go, subsequent to the water outage that occurred in November 2017 .
Shortly thereafter, Cawood District hired a second manager that remained employed by the District for about a
year before he tendered his resignation and was replaced . Additionally, Cawood District's financial officer was
asked to resign and her last day at the District was December 31, 2018.
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During the investigation in Case No. 2019-00041, it became clear that Cawood District suffered from the lack of
training of its board members in best business practices for water utility board and its current manager,
though willing, had no training on basic best practices for management of a water utility. There was a shocking
lack of policies and procedures to insure adequate record keeping for operations and for customer billing.
Finally, despite several years of notice that it needed a meter testing schedule or replacement procedure, it
has numerous meters that are ten years or older and require testing or replacement. The Commission directed
Cawood District to file with the Commission within six months of the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041:
a.
a revised leak adjustment policy;
b.
its 2018 audit and annual report;
c.
the results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older or in the alternative,
obtain and provide estimates to replace those meters;
d.
a meter testing schedule;
e.
documentation of fire department water usage;
f.
a standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to excavation damage
that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate offender;
g.
a written policies and procedures manual;
h.
a written safety training schedule;
i.
a written policy regarding theft of water service; and
j.
the results of the comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX C
Estill County Water District Number 1

Organized in 1964, Estill County Water District Number 1 (Estill District #1) serves 3,763 customers. It
purchases all of its water from Irvine Municipal and Jackson Water and, in 2017, reported 37.65 percent water
loss. Its last rate case was Case No. 2017-00176. Here, the water district requested a 22.50 percent increase
but due to adjustments for excessive water loss, depreciation, unauthorized debt, a purchased water
adjustment, and other routine adjustments received an 11.57 percent increase. The Staff Report issued in Case
No . 2017-00176 calculated that ratepayers are paying $0.79 per 1,000 ga llons purchased for expenses
associated with unaccounted-for water loss greater than 15 percent. Based on Estill County District's most
recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, Estill County District could reduce its cost of
water by $213,868. (2018 Annual Report at SO and 57).
Through Case No. 2017-00176, Staff discovered that Estill District #l's board was in violation of KRS 278.300
for three unauthorized loans totaling $410,940. The Commission initiated a show cause in Case No. 201700467 where the board admitted to executing the loans without prior authorization .
During the evidentiary hearing in Case No. 2017-00176, testimony was given that the utility lacked proper
oversight of water loss and that only visual inspection detected most leaks. The two major sources of leaks was
malfunctioning valves and improperly laid lines. (Id., Electronic Application of Estill County Water District No. 1
for Rate Adjustment Pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076, Nov. 1, 2017 Hearing Transcript 1:18:15- 1:21:00). The
board resigned through an Offer of Settlement. Soon after, the operations manager resigned and the general
office manager became the interim general manager. In the hearing for this case, the interim general manager
testified that one of the reasons water loss was such a problem was a disagreement between the management
and board over a water loss plan. (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 41:13 - 46:5).
The hearing in the administrative case also revealed reluctance to merge with a neighboring water utility. (July
10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 97:18 - 98:4). With regard to a merger with Irvine Municipal, from whom Estill
District #1 purchases the majority of its water, the interim general manager stated she felt that her main
concern would be representation on the board. (Id. at 98: 12 - 98:20). She also stated that Estill District #1 had
been contacted by Kentucky American Water at some point in order to discuss a purchase of the system. (Id. at
100:2 - 100:20).
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Since, Estill District #1 has taken steps towards reorganizing and has filed
several cases regarding financing. Estill District #1 filed Case No. 201700058, Application Of Estill County Water District No. 1 to Issue Securities in
the Approximate Principal Amount of $2, 745,000 for the Purpose of
Refunding and/or Re-Amortizing Certain Outstanding Obligations of the
District Pursuant to the Provisions of KRS 278.300 and 807 KAR 5:001 and
Case No. 2018-00276, Electronic Application of Estill County Water District
No. 1 for Authorization to Consolidate its Existing Loans With Citizens
Guaranty Bank. The utility also filed Case No. 2019-00087, Electronic
Application of Estill County Water District No. 1 to Amend the Order of
December 21, 2018 in Case No. 2018-00276.
The utility has also proposed a water loss surcharge in conjunction with a
new water loss plan in Case No. 2019-00119, Electronic Application of Estill
County Water District No. 1 for a Surcharge to Finance Water Loss Control
Efforts and Case No. 2019-00252, Investigation of the Reasonableness of
the Tariff Filing of Estill County Water District No 1 to Add a Surcharge to
Finance Water Loss Control Efforts.
The new board is comprised of business professionals who wish to usher Estill District #1 into the future by
making conscious decisions with the interest in the water utility's survival, participating in Commissioner
training, hiring certified operators with the required skills to improve the technical operations, and educating
their interim general manager. The interim general manager testified at the administrative hearing of the
instant case that there has been a shift at the district with the new board. She stated that "they're not afraid to
raise rates, they are not afraid to expect customers to pay for a service, quality service, but a service, and I
think they're wanting to change the dynamic of the district." (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 91:18 - 91:23).
This Commission applauds Estill District #1 for recognizing and tackling its management and operating issues.
The new board functions with a better business understanding of the water operations, communications
between management and the board flow, and strategic plans are in place. Continued education and required
training of the board, the general manager, and key operators is essential to continued improvement. Further,
updates to the water loss plan and monitoring of the financial status of the utility through reports and periodic
updates to the Commission can allow Estill District #1 to be an example for other water utilities to emulate.
The Commission noted that any remedial action regarding the loss prevention or leak detection programs will
be directed in Case No. 2019-00119, Electronic Application of Estill County Water District No. 1 for a Surcharge
to Finance Water Loss Control Efforts. Further, the Commission directed Estill District #1 shall file with the
Commission, w ithin six months of the date of entry of the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041:

a.

the results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older or in the alternative,
obtain and provide estimates to replace those meters;
b.
a meter testing schedule;
c.
documentation of fire department water usage;
d.
a standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to excavation damage
that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate offender;
e.
a written policies and procedures manual;
f.
a written safety training schedule;
g.
a written policy regarding theft of water service; and
h.
the results of the comprehensive water audit.
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APPENDIX D
Farmdale Water District

Organized in 1961, Farmdale Water District (Farmdale District) owns and operates a water distribution system
through which it provides water service to 2,655 customers in Anderson, Franklin, and Shelby counties,
Kentucky. Farmdale District purchases all of its water from the Frankfort Plant Board. For the calendar year
ended December 31, 2018, Farmdale District reported 30.17 percent water loss. Based on Farmdale District's
most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, Farmdale District could reduce its cost of
water by $94,283. (2018 Annual Report at SO and 57).
Farmdale District's last adjustment of rates pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076 was in Case No. 2013-00485. In the
Staff Report, Commission Staff disallowed recovery of $28, 788 in expenses related to water loss in excess of 15
percent. At the t ime of Staff's Report, Farmdale District's water loss was 21.10 percent.
At the hearing held on July 11, 2019, Farmdale District representatives stated that their biggest obstacle in
combating their water loss issues was lack of trained personnel. (July 11, 2019 Hearing Transcript 34:11 35:5). Farmdale District's only employees are its two field employees, including its field supervisor, and two full
time and one part time office employee. (Id. at 30:1- 32:10). The general manager stated that while he holds
this title, he generally oversees the duties of the field employees, but relies on the office manager to perform
the duties in the office. (Id. at 32:11- 33:6). Farmdale District's field supervisor also indicated that there were
intentions of hiring an additional full time employee, but it was hard to find someone with experience. (Id. at
34:11- 35:5).
Farmdale District's board of commissioners is very involved with the day-to-day operations of the District . (July
11, 2019 Hearing Transcript 204:17 - 204:21) . The division between management and the duties of the board
appear to be unclear. There are no written parameters established with regard to spending policies, or the
duties of the general manager. (Id. at 210 :17 - 212 :12).
In addition to the lack of personnel, Farmdale District had not developed a capital improvement plan, and only
had one major project scheduled in the future in order to replace aging infrastructure. The project will replace
5 1/2 miles of Farmdale District' s line. (July 11, 2019 Hearing Transcript 48:10 -48:14). A large part of
Farmdale District's infrastructure is constructed of asbestos concrete pipes, which are brittle, and can be
broken without undue pressure. (Id. at 47:8 - 48:2). Farmdale District admitted that it is not sustainable to
only rely on finding large leaks in its infrastructure, and that more preparation for the future would be prudent
practice . (Id. at 190:22 -191 :16). Farmdale District indicated that it was using its depreciation reserve in order
to pay for current operating expenses. (Id.at 188:20-188:23). Farmdale District's contracted outside
accountant has indicated that Farmdale District should apply for a rate increase in the near future (Id. at188:25
-189:3). Farmdale District repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have sufficient business acumen to
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analyze its financials or use financial tools available to it in terms of financial forecasting, budgeting, or even
the review of financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. The lack of business acumen
regarding Farmdale District's financial position adversely impacts its ability to render safe, adequate, and
reliable service.
Based upon the testimony and findings during the investigation in Case No. 2019-00041, Farmdale District had
one commissioner that performed the majority of duties at the utility and it had no policies or procedures in
place to operate beyond the current board. The Commission directed Farmdale District, within six months of
the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041 to file the following:
a.
the results of the tests of its meters that are ten years old or older;
b.
a meter testing schedule;
c.
documentation of fire department water usage;
d.
a standard written procedure for when there is a line break due to excavation damage
that ensures that line break repairs are charged to the appropriate offender;
e.
a written policies and procedures manual;
f.
a written safety training schedule;
g.
a written safety manual;
h.
a written policy regarding theft of water service; and
i.
the results of the comprehensive water audit.

Farmdale Tank Base Repairs
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APPENDIX E
Hyden-Leslie Water District

Organized in 1968, Hyden-Leslie County Water District (Hyden-Leslie County District) serves 3,594 customers.
It has no wholesale agreement to purchase or sell water and produces virtually all of its own water. In 2018, it
reported water loss of 32.87 percent. For the month of September 2019 the water district reported water loss
of 19.30 percent. The drastic change in water loss reporting without more information is questionable. Based
on Hyden-Leslie County District's most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, HydenLeslie County District could reduce its cost of water by $65,781. (2018 Annual Report at 50 and 57) . HydenLeslie County District has not entered into any discussions regarding consolidating with another water district
despite having a shrinking customer base. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 81 :11-82:18).
Hyden-Leslie County Water District's last rate adjustment wa s effective October 29, 2010, in Case No. 201000384. The adjustment was made pursuant to KRS 278.023. Hyden-Leslie County District has identified several
capital improvement projects that have been entered into the Water Resource Information System (WRIS) but
there has been very little activity regarding the funding of the projects in WRIS that have been there since
2014. Hyden-Leslie County District repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have sufficient business acumen
to analyze its financials or use financial tools available to it in terms offinancial forecasting, budgeting, or even
the review of financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. For example, Hyden-Leslie County
District has not had the benefit of Commission Staff to assist the utility to determine its appropriate revenue
requirement and corresponding rates due to its reliance on 023 cases for its rate increases. The lack of
business acumen regarding Hyden-Leslie County District's financial position adversely impacts its ability to
render safe, adequate, and reliable service.
On May 10, 2018, the water district submitted a loan application to the United States Department of
Agriculture to repair its water treatment plant dam and for water system improvements. Rural Development
has approved the application for financing for the water construction project and has issued a letter of
conditions to Hyden-Leslie County District regarding the proposed financing. (Response to Commission Staffs
Request for Information July 18, 2019).
Hyden-Leslie County District has a limited number of employees and has not assigned specific personnel to
detect and repair leaks. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 40:22-41:25). It has no written policy or operating
procedure in place that addresses the process and length of time it should take for the utility to fix a known or
reported leaking water line. (Id. at 61:24-62:16). Hyden-Leslie County District has never conducted a
comprehensive water audit. (Id. at 38:13- 16, 78 :6-16).
Hyden-Leslie County District has no master meters and thus does not utilize master meter zones in leak
detection. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 37:17-38:12). It has no written procedures regarding the testing of
its customer meters. Hyden-Leslie County District records are incomplete and do not enable the water district
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to determine the age of its meters. The water district estimates that one hundred of its meters that are
currently in service have been in service for ten years or longer and have not been tested. (Response to
Commission Staffs Request for Information July 18, 2019). Hyden-Leslie County District does not currently
have a written policy regarding theft of water service and has never assisted in the prosecution of anyone for
theft of water. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 74:01-76:14). Hyden-Leslie County District has taken no action
as of this date against noncom pliant fire departments that do not report their water usage and has assessed
no penalties. (Id.at 33:8-37:16).
The water district provided to the Commission a list of its top three obstacles that the utility believes are
preventing or slowing its progress in reducing water line loss. They are (1) the frequency of water main breaks;
(2) the lack of established district metered areas and zone meters; and (3) the lack of personnel to establish a
dedicated leak detection team. (Response to Commission Staffs Request for Information May 3, 2019). HydenLeslie County District allocates funds in its annual operation budget for water personnel training. Employees
have attended training programs sponsored by Kentucky Rural Community Assistance Program, Kentucky Rural
Water Association, and Kentucky Division of Water. (/d.).
As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed Hyden-Leslie District to file with the Commission
within six months of the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041:
a.
A written status report regarding fu nding for the Phase lllA, Phase lllB, Phase IV, and
Phase VI water system improvements, and SR 1850 Cove Waterline Extension project currently in the Water
Resource Information System (WRIS) that has been in WRIS since 2014;
b.
Documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department usage reporting
and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its usage amounts;
c.
Documentation that it completed a comprehensive water audit;
d.
A written leak detection policy that includes a timeline stating the length of time any
discovered lea ks should be repaired;
e.
A written policy regarding missed or under billings for its customers;
f.
A revised tariff that includes the written policy regarding missed or under billings for its
customers;
g.

A written update regarding obtaining funding and repairing two current leaks at two

h.
i.

A written update on its progress on the upgrade of its billing software;
A written policy regarding theft of water service (possibly requiring collaboration with

tanks;

the County Attorney); and
j.
A revised tariff that includes a policy regarding theft of water services.
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APPENDIX F
Milburn Water District

Organized in 1968, Milburn Water District (Milburn District) serves 136 customers in Carlisle County, Kentucky.
It purchases all of its water from the Graves County Water District. Milburn District reported a water loss of
34.84 percent in 2018. Based on Milburn District's most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15
percent, Milburn District could reduce its cost of water by $5,877. (2018 Annual Report at 40 and 46). Milburn
District is adjacent to the Graves County Water District that is operated by the City of Mayfield. Milburn
District's board is open to merging with Graves County Water District. (July 18, 2019 Hearing Transcript 73:2474-05) .
Milburn District has no employees. The district's operator and bookkeeper provide services to the district on a
contract basis. The operator has a full-time job, and only works for the district after hours. He is assisted by
others in the community on an as-needed basis. (July 18, 2019 Hearing Transcript 12:20-14-11).
All of Milburn District's underground mains are asbestoscement (AC) lines and were installed when the district was
formed in 1968. According to the district's operator, the pipes
have reached the end of their useful life. (July 18, 2019 Hearing
Transcript 16:9-17:11). The age of th e pipes is the primary
cause of the district's excess water loss, and a solution would
entail replacing the pipes.
Milburn District repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have
sufficient business acumen to analyze its financials or use
financial tools available to it in terms of financial forecasting,
Figure 14, Mlburn District exhibit to Illustrate Its

budgeting, or even the review of financial statements presented falling infrastructure.
at monthly board meetings. For example, approximately 10 years

ago, Milburn District developed a project that would replace the district's aging AC lines at a cost of $1.5
million. In response to Staff's post-hearing data request, Milburn District submitted a Drinking Water Project
Profile from KIA's Water Resource Information System. According to the Project Profile, all of Milburn District's
AC lines are either failing or are expected to fail in the nea r future. The Project Profile estimates that the AC
line replacement project would cost $10, 714 per household in the district. This cost estimate was based on the
number of households in the district at the time the proposa l was developed. The number of households
served by the district has declined since then, so the estimated cost per household currently in the district
would be higher. (August 27, 2019 Hearing Transcript 21:18-21:42). Milburn District's customer base cannot
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afford to borrow this amount. (Id. at 23:16-23:28). The lack of business acumen regarding Milburn District's
financial position adversely impacts its ability to render safe, adequate, and reliable service.
The Commission directed Milburn District within six months of the Final Order in Case No. 2019-00041 to
consider and pursue merger or consolidation with Graves County Water District (Graves District); and file with
the Commission a written report on the status of its discussions with Graves District regarding a possible
merger or consolidation of the districts. Milburn was very open to merger or consolidation.
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APPENDIX G
Morgan County Water District

Morgan County Water District (Morgan District) organized in 1992, serves 2,743 customers in Morgan County,
Kentucky. It purchases all of its water from West Liberty Water Works and the Cave Run Water Commission .
Morgan District reported a water loss of 41.41 percent for 2018. Based on Morgan County District's most
recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, it could reduce its cost of water by $208,046.
(2018 Annual Report at 50 and 57). Morgan District's last general rate case was Case No. 2016-00068. In its
application, Morgan District sought an increase in water rates of 14.97 percent. (Id. Application, Exhibit 1,
Customer Notice). In its review of the application, Commission Staff determined that the district's operations
warranted a rate increase of 26.56 percent, (Id. Staff Report filed July 11, 2016 at 17) however; Morgan District
chose only to implement the 14.97 percent rate increase sought in its application . (Id., District Response to
Report filed August 1, 2016) at 1).
Shannon Elam, Morgan District's new board chairman, testified at the formal hearing that the board rejected
the higher rate increase "maybe trying to protect the citizens," many of whom he said were on fixed incomes.
(July 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript, 27 :1-28:1). When the utility could not meet its obligations, the board sent a
letter to the Commission's Executive Director to ask if they could accept the rest of the rate increase. (Case No.
2016-00068, Post Case Files, Letter filed June 18, 2018). The letter sent almost two years after the utility
rejected the recommended rate increase st ated, "this rate increase has proven to be insufficient to generate
the necessary revenue for the water district."(fd.J Morgan District was advised that it would need to file a new
rate case if it were requesting a new rate increase because the 2016 rate case was closed. Additionally, when
Commission Staff investigated Morgan District's funding, it reviewed Morgan District's application for a federal
Rural Development loan and discovered that Morgan District had failed to account for depreciation in the
calculation of its rate schedule. (Case No. 2008-00242, Preliminary Engineering Report filed Jul. 30, 2008 at 5).
This is an example of poor planning and poor choices, even when Commission Staff advised that Morgan
County Water required a rate increase of 26.56 percent, they chose to reject it and soon discovered that their
plan to circumvent a rate increase put the utility in financial crisis.
Morgan District repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have sufficient business acumen to analyze its
financials or use financial tools available to it in terms of financial forecasting, budgeting, or even the review of
financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. For example, Mr. Elam testified at the formal
hearing that that in the past, Morgan District's board and former manager had not focused on water loss and
its effect on the district's finances, but that there had been a change of culture with the new board. (July 9,
2019 Hearing Transcript 22:21-24:18). Morgan District's Chairman stated that the district needs a rate increase
(Id. at 165:12-166:4), and that it intends to submit its application for a rate increase by the end of the year. (Id.
at 68:18-68:25). On May 28, 2019, Morgan District's commissioners held a special called meeting where they,
among other things, discussed Morgan District's dire cash flow position and approved a motion to take out a
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one year note so that the District could make its July Rural Development bond payment. (Case No. 201900041, Morgan County Water District Response to Data Request per Order of July l, 2019 (filed Jul. 17, 2019)
at 80). The lack of business acumen regarding Morgan District's financial position places it in financial jeopardy
and adversely impacts its ability to render safe, adequate, and reliable service.
After the initiation of this case, Morgan District hired Nesbit Engineering to develop projects to reduce line
loss. On May 31, 2019, Morgan District filed Into the record of this proceeding direct testimony of Paul Nesbitt,
from Nesbitt Engineering, Inc. Mr. Nesbitt stated in his testimony that Nesbitt Engineering has been
authorized to prepare an application for project funds that will be used to replace lines with the highest
leakage and to purchase leak detection and flow monitoring equipment. (Id. Direct Testimony of Morgan
County Water District Engineer, Paul Nesbitt (filed May 31, 2019) at 3). Morgan District will seek financing in
the total amount of $1 .2 million from both USDA-RD ($280,000 loan and $120,000 grant) and the Appalachian
Regional Commission ($800,000 grant) Mr. Nesbitt noted Morgan District should consider a rate increase to
stabilize its financial condition and that the district intends to seek a rate increase in conjunction with
Commission approval of the Rural Development loan.
In addition to aging infrastructure and a lack of management
focus, there are other factors contributing to the district's high
water loss. These include: a customer leak adjustment policy that
does not recover the actual cost to the district of the water lost,
meters that have been in service for more than 10 years without
having been tested, and inadequate reporting of water use by fire
departments and road contractors.
Morgan District's system is adjacent to water systems of the city
of West Liberty, Magoffin County Water District, the city of
Frenchburg and the city of Campton. Consolidation of systems
could provide efficiencies and economies of scale and should be
considered.
Figure 15, Morgon District Pump Station,
Commission Inspection 2018

As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed Morgan District within six months of the Final Order in
Case No. 2019-00041 to :
a.
Develop a written meter testing schedule;
b.
Document that it tested all of its meters that are ten years old or older, and file the results of
these tests;
c.
Provide documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department usage reporting
and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its usage amounts;
d.
Revise its leak adjustment policy to clearly establish the rate charged for water usage over the
average;
Prepare and file an application for alternative rate adjustment, pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076; and
e.
Consider or pursue merger with adjacent water systems.
f.
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APPENDIX H
North Manchester Water Association

Organized in 1971, North Manchester Water Association (NMWA) serves 1,923 customers. NMWA purchases
its water from Manchester Municipal Water Works. As of 2018, its water loss stood at 38.36 percent. (July 10,
2019 Hearing Transcript 56:16-23). Based on North Manchester Association's most recently filed Annual
Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, it could reduce its cost of water by $87,911. (2018 Annual Report at
50 and 57). In NMWA's latest rate case, Case No. 2019-00052 filed February 15, 2019, NMWA requested a
$109,097 increase in revenues based on a 2017 test year. The utility has not filed a construction financing case
in the last 10 years. However, NMWA has been a utility in turmoil.
NMWA' s current management and personnel have been in place about a year and a half. (July 10, 2019
Hearing Transcript 84:2-8). They inherited a utility in very poor condition, both operationally and financially.
New management discovered that the utility had seven bank accounts with only $400 total and virtually no
equipment. The Manager had to ask a personal friend to extend credit to put tires on a truck until the utility
could pay the bill. (Id. at 92:9-93 :1, 163:8-12). In addition, there were virtually no records of meter reads,
testing, or even maps showing the locations of outside plant. (Id. at 83:23- 84:1, 84:9-85:6). The utility's
accountant who performed all the billing and payroll also held the position of Board President. He was fired
when new management took over. (Id. at 86:3 - 88:3, 89:4-6). One example of poor management decisions is
that the accountant was allowed to keep many utility records at his office. When he was fired, 25 years of
records were either thrown away or lost. (Id. at 85:11- 86:21, 89:19-90:9). Another problem NMWA's new
management faced was a KIA loan that the County had taken out because water associations are not eligible
for those loans. When new management took over and realized that it had no money, it ceased making
payments which caused problems for the County and KIA. NMWA working with KIA has an arrangement with
the fiscal court and has since begun making payments again. (Id. at 99:7-101:2) . At the hearing, management
reported that it had worked to recover missing records (Id. at 86:8-17) and that it had built its finances up to
over $200,000. (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 93:25). Poor management and billing practices are being
addressed. (Id. at 142:18-145:3). Currently, NMWA realizes the need for and is working with KRWA to put
together a policies and procedures manual. (Id. at 122:23-20, 132:6-135:5, 145:6-9) .
NMWA provided to the Commission a list of its top three obstacles that the utility believes are preventing or
slowing its progress in reducing water loss. They are (1) funding for line replacement, (2) aging infrastructure,
and (3) personnel turnover. (Response to Commission Staffs Request for Information, May 3, 2019). In
addition, the water association is in the process of obtaining and implementing a new billing system that will
allow customer meter information to be tied to billing records. (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 103:12-16).
Other problems management is working to overcome include employee retention due to low wages. (Id. at
110:14-111:10). NMWA's system is engineered such that the entire system has to be shut down for leak
detection . A primary goal of the utility is to install more valves, meters, and line replacement. (Id. at 18:16-21,
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104:12-25, 109:3-18). The utility is working to change its manually read meters over to Badger radio read
meters to improve efficiency. (Id. at 26:5-24, 71:16-72:13).
Finally, due to a lack of records, NMWA has been unable to file its 2017 and 2018 annual report. At the
hearing, the utility reported that it expected to file its 2017 report in the next three months and that
information for the 2018 annual report was being gathered. (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 167:7-22).
NMWA has been working on a loan application to proceed with several projects that will in part begin to
address its infrastructure problems. (Id. at 54:15-56:15). The application has been delayed due in part to not
having the records to complete its 2017 audit. Once the 2018 audit is complete, the loan application process
will be completed. (Id. at 172:3-174:18, 179:4-182 :4). It should be noted that NMWA is unique among the
utilities that are the subject of this report in that it is a nonprofit association as opposed to a quasigovernmental entity as are the water Districts. KRS 65.065 applies to the water districts and KRS 65.065(3), (4),
and (5) require the Districts to perform an audit using an independent Certified Public Accountant. (See KRS
65.065 Budgets -Application only to fiscal periods ending before July 1, 2014 - Transition to requirements of
KRS 65A.010 to 65A.090 - Filing - Financial statements -Audits - Enforcement.
https://apps.legislature.ky.gov/law/statutes/statute.aspx?id=41692). As a nonprofit company, NMWA is not
subject to these audit requirements. However some lenders such as RD and KIA, but not all, require an annual
audit as a part of their loan covenants.
At the hearing, NMWA indicated that the rate case would be withdrawn and refiled, if necessary, once the
2018 annual report was filed. (July 10, 2019 Hearing Transcript 142:3-11). The rate case was subsequently
withdrawn and the case was closed on July 31, 2019.
As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed NMWA within six months of the Final Order in Case
No. 2019-00041 to:
a.
Develop and implement a written policy regarding theft of water service;
b.
Amend its tariff to include the water theft policy and ensure that the tariff is enforced;
c.
Develop and implement a set schedule for meter and valve testing as part of its leak detection
and water loss mitigation plan;
d.
Test all of its meters that are ten years old or older;
e.
Complete a comprehensive water audit;
f.
Provide documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department usage reporting
and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its usage amounts;
g.
Develop and implement a written policies and procedures manual to include office and financial
internal controls and protocols;
h.
Develop and implement a written employee vehicle usage policy;
i.
Develop and implement a written safety training schedule; and

j.

Conduct safety training at regular intervals.
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APPENDIX I
Rattlesnake Ridge Water District

Organized in May 3, 1983, Rattlesnake Ridge Water District (Rattlesnake Ridge) serves 4,015 customers. It
produces virtually all of its own water. In 2018, it reported water loss of 62.98 percent. Its last full rate case
was Case No. 2013-00338 based upon a 2012 test year resulting in a 29.02 percent rate increase to customers
using 5,000 gallons per month. Rattlesnake Ridge's 2012 water loss was 36.92 percent. Rattlesnake Ridge
District's most recently filed Annual Report fails to provide sufficient detailed information to determine the
potential reduction in cost of water the utility could experience by reducing water loss to 15 percent. Since the
last rate case, it has had two construction financing cases, Case Nos. 2015-00040 and 2018-00371. The latter
two cases included loans from the United States Department of Agriculture Rural Development, (RD) and
mandatory rate increases to all customers to cover loan servicing obligations.
During the course of this proceeding, multiple issues regarding poor management practices and board
oversight came to light. In some instances, the utility sells water wholesale for less than it purchases water
wholesale. (July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 51:9-16). Rattlesnake Ridge does not have a contract for meter
reading. (Id. at 32:21-25). The utility has not tested all its meters within the 10 year requirement, has no meter
testing schedule and has insufficient meters in stock for replacement. (Id.at 26:21-25, 27 :14-28:11, 21:1-24).
Several fire departments have not been reporting water use . In addition, the utility has not aggressively
pursued the fire departments for past due amounts for up to fifteen years. (Id. at 73:9-81:25). The utility has
not been consistently pursuing theft. (Id. at 148:7-25, 173:5-174:8) . However, in the utility's defense for not
pursuing theft of service, it reported that the county attorney told them that it would cost more to pursue
theft than it was worth. (Id.at 149:1-15). The utility stated recovering the repair costs for 811 call line breaks
would also cost more than the recovered repair costs. (Id. at 82:21-86:4).
The chairman of the bin addition to the general manager, takes an active role in the management of the utility.
(July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 187:16-188:9). The current general manager's background was in highway
construction and in utility's field operations prior to becoming field superintendent and then as the general
manager. (Id. at 12:5-13:5, 130:4-130:18). The general manager's responsibilities still include managing field
operations. (Id. at 109:11-23, 188:22-190:14). The utility has had trouble filing required reports since 2016. (Id.
at 55:1-9). There is no manual for policies and procedures, though there is an employee handbook and safety
manual. (Id. at 99:8-24). The employee evaluations are not reviewed with employees, however the employees
generally receive a raise annually. At the t ime of the hearing, they had not received a raise since January of
2018. (Id.at 110-112). The general manager does the daily entries and the accountant who receives a monthly
fee, does all journal entries, taxes and retirement. (Id.at 106:10-22, 110:1-8) . The utility pays 100 percent of
health care benefit costs, but the general manager does not know how much it costs the utility on an annual
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basis. (Id. at 104:17-105:9). The relationship between the utility management and the bBoard of directors has
not been effective. The general manager has not been actively suggesting policy improvement to the board
and in the absence of management effectiveness, the board has not been giving guidance to the general
manager. (Id. at 115:7-116:4).
Leaks in service lines are believed to be the primary source of lost water. However, the utility also believes that
the timing between reading of meter and reporting may also be a contributing factor. (Id. at 113:4-114:12).
Despite the high water loss, there is no dedicated leak detection I repair crew and training is on the job. (Id. at
88:14-89:16). At the hearing, the utility admitted that it has not been fully funding its depreciation reserve and
sinking fund accounts as required in its RD loan covenants. (Id. at 134:17-135:4). However, the utility has
begun funding its reserve accounts again. (Id. at 97:8-98:13).
In its most recent financing case, the utility is funding several projects through grants and loans. Some of the
projects could have been delayed given its current financial state, however pursuant to KRS 278.023, the
Commission cannot reject the application for federal funds and has no mechanism to open a rate case to
investigate further. (Case No. 2018-00371, Application of the Rattlesnake Ridge Water District for a Certificate
of Public Convenience and Necessity to Construct, Finance and Increase Rates Pursuant to KRS 278.023, (Ky.
PSC Nov. 5, 2018)). The final engineering report contained five contracts, three for infrastructure related
projects, one for a new office facility and one for line extensions for an additional 34 residential customers.
The budget for the three infrastructure projects is $1,440,950 (The $679,005 for the office and $626,250 for
the line extensions.) (Id., Final Engineering Report Rattlesnake Ridge Water District 2016 Water System
Improvements date October 2018. (Filed Nov. 5, 2018)). In addition to $1,631,400 in grants, the utility is
borrowing $2,490,000 to fund the projects. (Id. Application at 2) .
Rattlesnake Ridge repeatedly demonstrated that it does not have sufficient business acumen to analyze its
financials or use financial tools available to it in terms of financia l forecasting, budgeting, or even the review of
financial statements presented at monthly board meetings. For example, Rattlesnake Ridge has one of the
highest rates in Kentucky due to water loss and rely on depreciation reserves to pay operating expenses, but
the water district commissioners typically do not ask questions about financial reports at the monthly board
meetings. (July 17, 2019 Hearing Transcript 165:24-166-24). The lack of business acumen regarding
Rattlesnake Ridge's financial position adversely impacts its ability to render safe, adequate, and reliable
service.
The Commission directed Rattlesnake Ridge District within six months of the Final Order:
a.
File its 2018 audit and annual report;
b.
Provide a written meter testing schedule and the results of testing its meters that are ten years
old or older;
c.
Provide documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department usage reporting
and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its usage amounts;
d.
Develop a written procedure ensuring that repairs are charged to the appropriate offender if a
line break occurs due to excavation;
e.
Develop a written manual to include office and financial internal controls and protocols;
f.
Develop and provide a written safety training schedule and implement safety training ;
g.
Provide a new tariff sheet setting forth a written policy regarding theft of w ater service;
h.
Provide the results of a comprehensive water audit; and
i.
Provide a new tariff sheet setting forth its leak adjustment policy clearly establishing the rate
charged for water usage over the average.
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APPENDIX J
Southern Water and Sewer District

Southern Water and Sewer District (Southern District) was organized in 1999 as a result of the merger of two
water districts. Southern District owns and operates a water distribution system through which it provides
water service to 5,399 customers in Floyd and Knott counties, Kentucky. Southern District produces most of its
water; however, it also purchases water from the city of Pikeville and the Prestonsburg City Utilities
Commission (PCUC) . Based on Southern Water and Sewer District' s most recently filed Annual Report, reducing
water loss to 15 percent, it could reduce its cost of water by $424,887. (2018 Annual Report at SO and 57) .
On October 30, 2019, Southern District was granted a rate increase in Case No. 2019-00131, Application of
Southern Water and Sewer District/or an Alternative Rote Adjustment (Ky. PSC Oct. 30, 2019) and was granted
a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN), Case No. 2019-00328, Electronic Application of
Southern Water & Sewer District for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to Install Automatic
Meter Reading Meters (Ky. PSC Oct . 30, 2019) to purchase and install new meters.
Southern District's last adjustment of rates pursuant to 807 KAR 5:076 prior to the October 30, 2019 rate
increase was in Case No. 2012-00309 Application of Southern Water and Sewer District for an Adjustment in
Rates Pursuant to the Alternative Rate Filing Procedure far Small Utilities (Ky. PSC July 12, 2013). Southern
District filed a rate adjustment case, Case No. 2018-00230 on July 12, 2018, which was denied due to lack of
reliable information provided by Southern District, See Electronic Application of Southern Water and Sewer
District/or an Alternative Rate Adjustment (Ky. PSC Jan. 31, 2019). For example, Southern District was unable
to provide an accurate billing analysis with the specific number of bills and water usage because it failed to
electronically archive records prior to changing to a new billing system, See Id. Southern District's then-board
asserted that it was in dire financial condition due to the sale of sewer assets and a portion of its water system
to PCUC. The Commission raised significant concerns regarding the then-board's and then-manager's
management practices, including failure to address high water loss and unauthorized loans. Subsequently, all
members of the then-board and then-manager resigned.
In February 2019, the current board was appointed and in March 2019, Southern District contracted with a
third party management company, Utility Management Group, LLC (UMG). Southern District board members
testified that UMG was hired because there was a breakdown in the operation and management of the utility.
Southern District's board determined that UMG had the expertise to conduct a "complete overhaul of the
organization" and establish sound business practices for managing Southern District. (July 16, 2019 Hearing
Transcript 14:5-12; 59:14-60:9). According to Southern District, UMG had the personnel, expertise, and
knowledge "to turn the district around." (Id. at 14:12-15). During the show cause proceeding hearing, there
was discussion that the current board and UMG were undertaking a reorganization of Southern District, which
is expected to take between 12 to 24 months to complete. (Id. at 58:5-60:9).ln Case No. 2019-00131, Southern
District requested an expedited review of its request for a 32.30 percent increase in water rates to due to its
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dire financial condition, which included a water loss of 62 .52 percent. Southern District explained that the
amount of excess water loss was the result of years of neglect and that, under previous management, the
utility did not spend the appropriate amounts on maintenance and leak detection, and had not tested meters
for accuracy in at least ten years as is required by Commission regulation. (July 16, 2019 Hearing Transcript

16:20--22, 17:11- 18:1).
Since being hired in March 2019, UMG personnel discovered 750 of Southern District's meters were zero-read
meters. Because Southern District had not tested meters for over ten years and did not have an inventory of
reliable meters, the zero read meters could not be replaced with functioning, accurate meters. Until Southern
District was financially able to replace its current meters, at least 15 percent of its customers paid only the
minimum bill, and thus receive a financial benefit by consuming more water than they are paying for. Based
upon the large number of zero read meters, the Commission approved an interim flat monthly rate of $58.82
for residential customers rather than a volumetric rate to ensure that all of Southern District's residential
ratepayers received a fair, just, and reasonable rate. The Commission approved an interim volumetric rate for
commercial and wholesale customers.
Southern District did not implement a leak detection plan or capital improvement plan until it hired UMG. (July
16, 2019 Hearing Transcript 129:1-9). Under UMG, Southern District has addressed water loss by teaching
utility staff how to detect leaks, increasing leak detection, and developing a leak detection plan and zone
metering plan. (Id. at 19:11-13; 161:10--162:1). Working with UMG to develop selection criteria, Southern
District issued a request for proposals (RFP) and selected a vendor who will sell and install new radio read
meters. (Id.at 17:21-20:24; Case No. 2019-00328, Final Order at 1-2). UMG testified that water loss would not
be resolved until the current meters were replaced, but that with the leak detection program implemented by
UMG, unaccounted for water loss had been reduced from 62 .52 percent to 49.00 percent. (Id. at 72:25-73:3,

143:4-12).
Due in large part to managerial and operational improvements attributable to UMG, Southern District's
financial position is sufficiently improved that, in the final Order in Case No. 2019-00131, the Commission
lowered the flat monthly rate for residential customers to $49.48, with residential customers returning to a
volumetric rate once new meters are installed . The Commission approved volumetric rates for Southern
District's commercial and wholesale customers.
As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed Southern District to file with the Commission in
compliance with the Final Orders in Case Nos. 2019-00041 and 2019-00131:
a.
File its 2018 audit report with the PSC.
b.
Replace its metering system pursuant to the final Order in Case No. 2019-00328
c.
Develop a written meter testing schedule;
d.
Provide documentation that it is enforcing its tariff regarding fire department usage reporting
and assessing fines against any fire department that does not report its usage amounts;
e.
Develop a written procedure for when there is a line break due to excavation damage that
ensures that line break repairs are charge to the appropriate offender; and
Revise its written policies and procedures manual to include office and financial internal
f.
controls and protocols.
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APPENDIX K
West Carroll Water District

Organized in July 1, 1960, West Carroll Water District (West Carroll District) serves 972 customers. It purchases
all of its water from four different suppliers, Carrollton Utilities, Henry District #2, Milton Water and Sewer,
and Trimble County Water District. In 2017, it purchased a total of 69,935,000 gallons and reported a water
loss of 38.46 percent water loss. Its last full rate case was Case No. 2017-00244 based upon a 2016 test year
resulting in a 17.57 percent rate increase. West Carroll District's water loss in that case was 32.33 percent.
Based upon West Carroll District' s most recently filed Annual Report, reducing water loss to 15 percent, West
Carroll District could potentially reduce its cost of water by $33,420. (2018 Annual Report at 50 and 57).
Since its last rate case, it has had two purchased water adjustment cases, Case Nos. 2019-00070 and 201900207.
West Carroll District has no employees and is operated pursuant to contract with Carrollton Utilities. (July 11,
2019 Hearing Transcript 15:12-17). The current contract compensates Carrollton Utilities $249,362 annually
and the contract is re-negotiated once a year. (Id. at 17:3-7). West Carroll District has a water loss detection
program that was developed in January of 2015. Carrollton Utilities developed the water loss detection
program with input from the Commissioners of West Carroll. Currently there is no incentive or disincentive
included in the water loss detection program for Carrollton Utilities to reduce the water loss of West Carroll.
(Id. at 23 :5-8}. Carrollton Utilities stated that at one time the water loss of West Carroll was close to 15.00
percent. West Carroll District stated that the main drivers of its water loss are the age of the system,
topography (rocky areas similar to Eastern Kentucky regions and low lying areas that are prone to flooding),
density of customers, faulty line installations. (Id. at 35:25-37:1). Resolving the district's excess water loss
would require replacement of service line mains.
West Carroll District stated that the district would be interested in a surcharge for water loss repairs and
detection . (July 11, 2019 Hearing Transcript 58:14-19). Additionally, West Carroll and Carrollton Utilities both
expressed a willingness to consider Carrollton Utilities taking over the West Carroll water district. (Id. at 24:123). Carrollton Utilities' primary concern with absorbing West Carroll is that its current customers would bear a
portion of the cost to repair the West Carroll's system. (Id. at 144:12-145:15}.
As a result of its investigations, the Commission directed West Carroll District within six months of the Final
Order in Case No. 2019-00041 to:
a. Revise its overly generous leak adjustment policy; and
b. Undertake discussions with Carrollton Utilities regarding a possible merger or consolidation of the
two systems and file a written report on the status of the discussions.
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APPENDIX M
Boards of Commissioners
Utilities' responses make clear that the utilities' boards are very aware of their respective water loss numbers.
Most regularly receive water loss reports at their monthly meetings. Only North Manchester Water
Association's Board stated that it didn't receive water loss reports on a regular basis, but it was informed
about water loss measures that need to be taken. Most of the utilities included copies of board meeting
minutes documenting that the water loss report was presented . However, the record does not reflect the
extent to which specific water loss issues were discussed.(Case No. 2019-00041, Staff's Data Request 1:28,
Were the boards of commissioners being informed of water loss reduction efforts on a regular basis).
Of the eleven respondents, only Hyden-Leslie responded that its Board had set a specific water loss reduction
target, i.e. achieving 20percent water loss by December 31, 2020. Two additional utilities, Farmdale District
and North Manchester Association, responded that they were working to reduce water loss. The remaining
utilities responded that their boards had not set any specific targets or deadlines. (Case No. 2019-00041,
Staff's Data Request 1: 29, What is the extent to which utilities' boards set specific goals or targets to address
water loss?).
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APPENDIX N
Staff's Second Data Request Question No. 3, Case No. 2019-00041,
Utilities Most Critical Obstacles to Water Loss Reduction
Obstacles to Reducing Water Loss

No. of Responses

System Age I Location

8

Lack of Dedicated I Trained Personnel

6

Lack of Money

4

Meters - Old or Too Few in System

4

Valves - Too Few in System

3

Old Asbestos Concrete Mains

1

Terrain

1

Customer Make-Up - Residential

1

Customer Density

1

Lack of Equipment

1

Old Service Lines

1

The major obstacles given to reducing water loss, can be broken down into two primary categories; those the
utility has some measure of control and those that are largely beyond control. Eight utilities listed system age
and location as a critical obstacle to reducing water loss. Six utilities listed a lack of dedicated or trained
personnel as an obstacle. A lack of funds, the number and condition of system meters, and too few valves in
the system received the third highest votes as critical obstacles. Old asbestos concrete mains, old service lines,
lack of equipment, terrain, customer make-up and density each received a single vote as an obstacle to
reducing water loss. (Case No. 2019-00041, Staffs Data Requests 2:2-3, What were the utilities' major
obstacles to reducing water loss) .
As a group, the utilities listed factors over which they have no control, such as system age, location, terrain,
customer make-up and density, as obstacles. This could be even more of a hardship for utilities with relatively
new management. While only four utilities listed a lack of funds as a major obstacle to water loss, having funds
sufficient to effectively carry on daily operations, carry out leak detection and repair, and to undertake system
investment is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to bring water loss to an acceptable level. The lack of
funds (cash flow) is directly tied to a lack of material, personnel, and equipment. Alleviating the lack of trained
personnel and equipment is the necessary next step. Without an adequate number of trained personnel, the
utility will be unable to carry out the necessary operations on a timely basis. The current state of the utilities'
outside plant and water loss statistics is evidence enough of this fact. In the near term, utility boards and
management are well aware that they have the ability to control a demonstrated lack of funds through
financing and rate case filings with the Commission.
With proper rate case planning, expenses for additional equipment and dedicated personnel, water loss can be
known and measurable and incorporated into utility rates. In addition, personnel training and retention can be
alleviated. Finally, through sound management and investment practices, the utility can affect the number and
placement of various types of meters and valves, and the make-up and placement of mains and service lines.
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APPENDIX 0
Staff's First Data Request Question No. 30, Case No. 2019-00041, Utilities'
top 5 most critical projects to address water loss.
Utility Manager's
Projects

Top

Critical

No. of Responses

Replace Customer Meters

5

Install Master, Zone, Leak Detection
Meters

5

Replace AC I Mains

s

Replace Service Lines

2

Replace Lines

2

Better Leak Detection

1

Install I Upgrade Telemetry

1

Install Back Flow Preventers

1

Comprehensive Leak Study

1

Refurbish Pump Station

1

Install Additional Valves

1

Upgrade Billing System

1

Tank Replacement

1

Treatment Plant Improvement

1

The replacement of customer meters, the installation of master, zone and leak detection meters, and the
replacement of mains (including asbestos concrete) each received S responses as top critical projects to reduce
water loss. Two respondents listed replacement of service lines as a critical project. Similarly, two respondents
listed replacement of lines generally as a critical project. Taken together, the replacement of lines including
mains and service lines was the top critical project for most utilities with a total of 9 responses. Not
surprisingly, the replacement of lines and meters is paramount for most utilities. The installation of telemetry,
back flow preventers, refurbish pump stations, installing valves, upgrad ing billing systems, tank replacement
and treatment plant improvement each received a single vote. Better leak detection and implementing a
comprehensive leak study also rece ived a single vote.
Several points stand out when the top critical obstacles to water loss reduction are compared to managers' top
priority projects. Five utilities listed replacing customer meters as a top priority project and 5 utilities listed the
replacement of all other types of meters as a top priority. Yet only four listed meter replacement as a cri tical
obstacle. Six utilities listed a lack of dedicated personnel and one utility listed a lack of equipment as a critical
obstacle, yet no utility listed these as a top priority project. As stated above, the current state of the utilities'
outside plant and water loss statistics highlights the utilities' past boards' and management's reluctance or
inability to make the hard decision to increase rates to th e levels to enable the effective operation of the
utility.
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Only three utilities listed valve replacement as an obstacle and only one utility listed that item as a top priority
project. It should be noted that when new lines are installed or old lines replaced, valves are usually included
as a part of the installation. The ability to effectively isolate parts of the system is a critical aspect of any
effective leak detection program . In addition, though only four utilities listed a lack of funds as an obstacle and
no utility listed acquiring adequate financing or the filing of a rate case w ith the Commission as a top priority.
Having sufficient funds is a prerequisite condition for all other utility operations and programs. Of the critical
projects listed, most are outside plant related. These capital projects are frequently financed through grant
and financing packages and filed with the Commission under KRS 278.023 or 278.020 in conjunction with
278.300.
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APPENDIX P
Decisions to take out loans.
Generally, the water utility's general manager working closely with an engineering firm to put together a list of
capital projects. Upon approval from the utility's board of commissioners I Directors, the various individual
projects are bundled together Into a package and submitted to various funding agencies for grants and loans.
The engineering firm completes the supporting engineering and financial documentation supporting the
capital projects and works w ith funding agencies to help secure funding.
Water utilities that have filed rate and financing cases with the Commission under KRS 278.023 (023 cases)
and 278.020 I 278.300 (300 cases) over the last 10 years.

Water Utility

023 CPCN with Financing and
Rates

Big Sandy Water District

2013-00400

Cawood Water District

2009-00499

Cannonsburg Water District

2015-00181

2018-00247

Estill County Water District #1

2013-00339

2019-00119, 2018-00276

Farmdale Water District

2012-00178

Hyden-Leslie County Water District

application
process
2019
incomplete, 2010-00384

020/300
Financing

CPCN

2012-00316,2013-00388
2015-00095

Martin County Water District
Milburn Water District

2016-00342

Morgan County Water District
North Manchester Water Association

Rattlesnake Ridge Water District

2018-00371, 2015-00040, 201000458

Southern Water & Sewer District

2015-00192, 2012-00165, 200900398
2014-00053,2012-00386

West Carroll Water District
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Both Rattlesnake Ridge District and Southern Water & Sewer District have each filed three 023 applications in
the last 10 years. Hyden-Leslie Water District is in the process of finalizing its second 023 application. Big Sandy
District, Cawood District, and Cannonsburg District have each filed one application. Estill Water District #1,
Hyden-Leslie District, and West Carroll District have also filed 300 financing application. Estill County District
#l's 2019-00119 was filed under KRS 278.030 and is requesting a surcharge to finance water loss control
efforts. Martin District and Morgan Districts each filed a single 300 application in the last 10 years. Only
Milburn District and NMWA have not filed either a 023 or 300 application over the 10 years period .
It is interesting to note that despite being aware of excessive water loss and that line and meter replacement
or new additions to the system are listed as top priorities, most of the utilities have not utilized the 023
application process to a great degree. Only one and possibly two applications have been filed in 2019, one in
2018 and then three were filed In 2015. Recent capital projects that have been submitted to the Commission
as 023 applications include construction of water storage tanks, main extensions, main replacement, new and
upgraded pumping stations, installation and upgrading telemetry systems, new office buildings, and the
purchase of various types of meters. However, the replacement of mains and service lines that utilities
contend are the main source of leaks were sometimes, but typically not listed as part of 023 capital project
loan packages. This is in spite of the fact that as discussed previously, line replacement was listed as a top
priority by most utilities.
The United States Department of Agriculture - Rural Development (RD) finances the loans in 023 applications.
Generally, after having worked with an engineering firm and other capital project planning resources, the
engineering firm on behalf of the utility submits a list of projects along with supporting information to RD for
consideration . RD then decides through its underwriting process which projects to fund through loans. RD
commitment letters are sent to utilities after loans have been conditionally approved for selected projects. The
commitment letters typically contain a standard list of conditions including new rates that will cover the
servicing of the loan and funding depreciation reserve and short-lived asset accounts that the utility must
agree to fulfill in return for accepting the loan.
One of the conditions in the RD commitment letter is the fili ng of a rate application with the Commission.
Under KRS 278.023, the Commission cannot adjust the proposed rate(s) and has 30 days to approve the rate
application, thus ensuring that the utility has sufficient funds with which to service the RD loan . The total cost
of the projects contained in 023 applications are typically funded through a combination of grants, a
contribution by the utility and an RD loan . Loan covenants require that a depreciation reserve account and a
short lived asset account be maintained at a specified level. The RD required contribution to the depreciation
reserve and short-lived asset accounts is for that portion of the assets financed through the specific RD loan
only and does not include also those assets financed through grants and the utility's contribution toward the
total project cost.
The KIA, and Kentucky Rural Water Finance Corporation (KRWFC) are typically the lending agencies for 300
applications. Of the utilities that filed financing applications with the Commission, Cannonsburg District, Estill
District, Hyden-Leslie District, Morgan District and West Carroll District were primarily financing construction
projects. Construction projects include line extensions and replacement, booster pump stations, master
meters, and storage tanks. Of the cases listed, 2018-00276, 2012-00316, 2015-00095, and 2016-00342 are
seeking to refinance debt only.
A distinction between 300 financing applications and 023 applications is that the Commission has greater
discretion over the 300 applications. However, 300 applications do not involve any changes to the utility's
existing rates. Thus, while 023 applications require rates that contain some minimal contribution toward
reserve accounts for new additional assets, there is no such requirement in 300 financing applications. Thus, as
the utility adds assets to its books through 300 applications, there is no requirement to make corresponding
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additions to its reserve accounts. An examination of recent annual financial audits filed with the Commission,
clearly show that the reserve accounts are largely being funded by most utilities and maintained at levels
required by bond covenants, but insufficient to actually replace assets at the end of their useful lives. The
audit reports of Estill District #1 and Rattlesnake Ridge District stated that they were not in compliance with
required funding levels. Big Sandy District's annua l report stated that it had a surplus in its reserve account.
Over time, the utilities with insufficient funding will find it ever more difficult to replace worn out or damaged
assets, hampering the utilities' ability to reduce its water loss, which is borne out by the utilities' persistent
water loss percentages.
Sound business practices and responsible accounting principles dictate that reserve accounts be adequately
funded . In the present case, the lack of adequate reserve account funding, bond covenants notwithstanding, is
arguably a strong contributing factor to the utilities' sustained water loss problems. Without sufficient reserve
funds, the utility is faced with possibly delaying repairs and replacement of assets, continually competing for
limited grant funding, and going deeper into debt. In the case of filing a full rate case, as opposed to filing a
023 application, the Commission's Staff will assist the utility in determining its appropriate revenue
requirement and corresponding rates. However, there is no requirement that the utility file its rate application
with the recommended level of revenue requirement and rates.
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APPENDIX Q
Leak Adjustments
Kentucky statutes and regulations permit a water utility to provide a leak adjustment to a customer's bill when
a leak occurs on the customer's side of the meter. A water utility is not required to provide a leak adjustment.
Three of the Districts in this proceeding, Farmdale District, Hyden-Leslie District, and Milburn District, do not
provide a Leak Adjustment for their customers. However, if the utility choses to provide an adjustment then
the utility must list the policy and rate to be charged in its tariff on file with the Commission.( KRS 278.160 (2))
A leak adjustment rate is a non-recurring charge as defined by 807 KAR 5:011 Section 1 (4). A non-recurring
charge should recover sufficient revenues to pay the expenses incurred by the utility that otherwise would
result in a monetary loss by the utility or necessitate the increase of rates to other customers.( 807 KAR 5:006
Section 9) The utility is responsible for updating its non-recurring charges to reflect the changing expenses that
are incurred to provide the service. Some of the water districts leak adjustment policies and rates have not
been revised for many years. For example, the effective date of the tariff sheets for Cawood District and Estill
District #1 were effective in the 1990's. The lack of periodic revision to the policies creates concern for the
level of oversite of the Districts policies, rates, and charges by their boards.
A typical leak Adjustment Policy determines a customer's bill that has requested a leak adjustment in two
steps. First, the customer's average monthly usage is determined and this average usage is applied to the
general service rates of the utility. Next, the remaining usage above the average is applied to a discounted
rate. The customer is responsible for the combined amount. Some utilities apply a different leak adjustment.
For example, Cawood District and Estill District #1 determine the customer's average bill and then forgive half
of the bill. Morgan District and West Carroll District apply the general service rates to the average usage, then
the excess usage is charged at the wholesale purchased water rate. The systems in this proceeding have high
water loss and have not considered the additional costs when determining a leak adjustment policy, resulting
in charges that do not sufficiently recover expenses.
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Volumetric Charge
per 1,000 gallons In
excess of quantity
included in monthly
_.E har~!._

-INVESTOR-OWNED
--WATER COS.
Kentuckv-American Water
Center Ridge Water #2
Francis Water%
Water Service of KY w/tax ere~
Water Service of Kentucky

..

~

I

$15.00
$22.79
$16.33
$11.45
$11.45

I
MultiplierI
thousands of
Total Monthly Biil gallons not
4,000 gallons/
ind uded in Total usage charge month - monthly
monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage Last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
column 4
charge
_.£harge
effective date
~mbe r ,- effective date number _Iype of case

$5.75700
$0.00000
$9.14000
$4.86700
$5.00000

I

.

_

I

4
0
3
4
4

$23.03
$0.00
$27.42
$19.47
$20.00

$38.03
$22.79
$43.75
$30.92
$31.4S

6/28/ 2019 18-358
8/ 23/ 2012 10-397
1/21/2005 4·338

6/28/ 2019 18-358 base
8/23/2012 10-397 base ARF
1/21/2005 4-338
base
6/
18/2019
18-208
base
2/ 11/2019 18-208 - -- - - - - - -- Pl
- ----<
2/11/2020 18-208
2/11/2020 18-208 base P2

I

WATER DISTRICTS

I
I

Adair County "
Allen Countv"
Barkley Lake %
Bath Countv %
Big Sandy%
Black Mountain %
Boone County %
Bracken County%
Breathitt County%
Bullock Pen %
Caldwell County%
Cannonsburg %
Carroll County #1 %
Cawood%

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

$19.901
$19.29
$20.55
$16.46
$18.25
$25.13
$17.91
$27.85
$29.45
$27.35
$25.17
$25.33
$13.50
$24.38

$7.00000
$7.58000
$6.92000
$6.38000
$9.40000
$8.44000
$5.47000
$10.63000
$14.73000
$9.18000
$13.04000
$9.54000
$7.50000
$8.22000

2
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
3
2

·$14.00
$15.16
$13.84
$12.76
$28. 20
$16.88
$5.47
$21.26
$29.46
$18.36
$39.12
$19.08
$22.50
$16.44

$33.90 NS 1985
$34.45 NS 1985
$34.39
$29.22
$46.4S
$42.01
$23.38
$49.11
$S8.91
$45.71 NS 1985
$64.29
$44.41
$36.00
$40.82

4/ 29/2003 3-42
5/17/2013 12-537
3/ 8/ 2013 12-152
11/9/2015 15-88
2/27/2003 2·29S
8/ 10/ 2010 10-184
9/ 15/2017 17-140
7/21/2016 1&-54
5/ 13/ 2019 18-376
11/ 18/ 1987 9957
12/ 14/2017 17-309

2/ 3/ 2012 12-18
11/ 5/201 111-366
7/29/2014 14-251
1/15/2019 18-422
10/7/2019 19-275
11/ 9/ 2015 15-88
12/31/2018 18-386
12/7/ 2018 18-3S2
7/ 1/2019 19·201
3/31/2018 18·61
7/21/2016 l &-54
S/13/ 2019 18-376
1/ 1/ 2010 9-447
12/14/2017 17-309

.023
.023
.023
PWA
.023
base ARF
PWA
.023
PWA
PWA
base ARF
base ARF
.023
base ARF

I

base - base . - aie - regular proc..i.,,..

% • min. bill Includes usage Increment

base AN - bas« rate case - •tt.mlltlw nate llllng

'"' - min. bill plus add!. usage In multiple blocks - amortized to 4,000 gallons
A -

PWA • purchased water adjustnwnt

.023 - rat1! chaJlle per KRS 278.023. no PSC r.-Mw permitted

additional monthly surcharge

2P. 31'- mu111-9~ rate lncrust5

· billed in cd/ converted to pllons
NS 1985 ·no base rate c<ise since 1985

tnt - lntertm rates pMdtnc "Ml decision

MultlplierVolumetric Charge thousands of
Total Monthly Bill per 1,000 gallons in gallons not
4,000 gallons/
excess of quantity included in Total usage charge month - monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage Last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
included in monthly monthly
~
__
Monthly Charge
charge
charge
column 4
charge
effective date
number - effective date number Type of case
Christian County
$19.65- $6.~
4
$26.1_6 _ _
$45:siNSl985
~14/2017VTo7 1.023
Corinth%
•
$18.34
$13.49000
3
$40.47°
$58.818/l/2010' 10-155 t
8/ 1/2017ITT-242 PWA
....c_rl_tt_e nd
_ e_n_-L_iV1_n_,,,
· gs_t_o n_ %_ _ _ _ _ _~
$20.72
$11.77000
3
$35.31
$56.03
5/23/2019 18-414
5/23/2019 18-414 base ARF 3P
Cumberland County"
$28.16
$7.65000
2
$15.30
$43.46
5/6/2003 2-477
12/20/2017 17-455 .023
$21.18
$8.74000
3
$26.22
$47.40 NS 1985
5/7/2015 15-115 .023
Cumberland Falls HiRhway"
Cunningham %
$15.72
$4.47000
2
$8.94
$24.66
5/10/2012 11-455
5/10/2012111-455 base ARF
Dexter-Alme Heights %
$16.56
-'$_
6._
53
_00
__.
0 ~_ _ _
2_ _ _--'-S_13_.0_6_ _ _ _....
S29
_.6_2_ _ _ _1_1"/2_1"/ 2_0_17_ 17_-1_9_1 _ _ _.7..:./-'
1/'-2-01_8_1_8_-1_99_ _P_W_A_ _ _-1
East Casey Countv"
$17.24
$7.42000
2
$14.84
$32.08
7/18/1985 1900924S
10/ 16/2018 18-324 PWA
East Clark County %
$26.22
$10.86000
2
$21.72
$47.94
6/3/1998 98-101
7/20/2018 18-204 PWA
$21.21
$8.37000
2
$16.74
$37.95
5/15/2006 S-476
9/22/2016 16-308 PWA
East Laurel "
East Logan %
PWA
$23.31
$11.10000
2
$22.20
$45.51
5/ 2/ 2003 3-62
3/1/2010 10-99
East Pendleton County%
$18.42
$9.33000
3
$27.99
$46.41
11/16/2013 13-103
11/ 16/2013 13-103 base ARF
Edmonson County"
--'-s_14_.o_
o _ _ _S
' -5_.3_
0000
__ _ _2_.5_ _ _ _s'-1_3_.2_5 _ _ _- 's_2_
1 ._
25_ _Ns_ 1_985
111712019 19-355 .023
Elkhorn r.
$17.12
$6.80000
2
$13.60
$30.72
4/2/2019 18-145
4/2/2019 18-145 base ARF
Estill County%
$21.58
$10.53000
2
$21.06
$42.64
12/20/2017 17-176
9/6/2018 18-269 PWA
Farmdale %
$18.20
$6.10000
2
$12.20
$30.40
7/23/2014 13-485
8/1/2018 18-249 PWA
Fountain Run #1 %
$17.90
$7.46000
2
$14.92
$32.82
11/19/2018 18-205
11/19/2018 18-205 base ARF
Fountain Run #1 % P2
$18.80
$8.35000
2
$16.70
$35.50
11/19/2019 18-205
11/ 19/2019 18-205 base ARF
Gallat.in County""
base ARF
$21.00
$ 7 .64666
3
.;..
$2,;,,;;2;,_.94
'-------'$4
- '3;,_.9;,__
4 _ _ _ _4...:,/..;;;
6/:....;2;,,;;,
0,;;;,;
12;.....;;;..
ll;,_-3;;,,.,7,,,;;,8_ ____;1;,,;;1:....;
/1/
;;:,.;;;;,.
20;,_l;,,;;,
3_1_1-,,,;;,3_78'--...;.._;;,,,,;;,,__
1G_a_rn_·so
_ n_-Q
_ ul_n_,
cv._-KY
_ -0
_ -_H_ts_. _
r.____.......,s_20_._5o_ _ _ _.._
S8_.o_ 5_000
_ __ _ _ _
2 _ _ _ _s'""1_6_.1_0_ _ _ __,S_3_6_
. 6_o _ _ _ 2/20/2014 13-350
2;20/2015 13-350 base ARF 2P
Graves County %
$15.45
$6.03000
2
$12.06
$27.51
9/30/2019 18-429
9/ 30/2019 18-429 base ARF
Graves County - Hickory" "'
$17.01
_,$_6_.0_3000
______
2 _ _ __....;$_1_2 ._
06_ _ _ __,S'-2-'
9._0_7 _ _ _ _9'""
/30
~
/_
20_1_
9_1_
8-4
_
29_ _ __,
9/_30
_./'-2_01_9_ 1_8_-4_2_9 _ base
__
ARF
_ _- i
Grayson County%
$18.09
$8.56000
2.5
$21.40
$39.49
10/21/2008 8-57
7/4/2015 15-204 PWA
I

I

-----

-

f------'--------

Green River Valley%
Green-Taylor%

$22.10
$22.45

$5.95000
$9.38000

2
2

$11.90
$18.76

$34.00
$41.21

11/18/2010 9-455
9/17/2018 18-30

9/ 27/2019 19-287
7/1/2019 19-219

.023
PWA

•

hue . base rate case • rqular proc..iure

" • min. blll includes usage increment

base AN • base rat• case · 1ttern.tlw me ~
" " - min. bill plus addl. usage in multiple blocks · amortized to 4,000 gallons

PWA - purchased waW< adjustment

.023 - rate chance per KRS 278.023, no PSC r-.w perml~

"' · additional monthly surcharge

2P, 3P- mult1-9haw rate tnaeases

·billed in ccf/ converted to gallons
NS 198S ·no base rate case since 1985

1ne • Interim

mes pendlns nnat d«lslon

MultiplierI
Volumetric Charge thousands of
Total Monthly Bill per 1,000 gallons in gallons not
4,000 gallons/
excess of quantity induded in Tota l usage charge month - monthly
included in monthly monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
column4
Utility
Monthly Charge
char e
charge
charge
effective date
number - effective date number Type of case
-- $5.92
$5.31000
$21.24
Hardin County #1
4
$27.16
4/29/2014 13-50
5/1/2017 17-144 .023
..
$18.50
$5.15000
•
S28.80NS 198S
Hardin County #2 %
2
$10.30
5/13/2cii6i.6-148 -:oi3
Henderson County%
$20.26
$7.44000
2
$14.88
$35.14
4/28/2005 5-72
3/31/2019 19-50
PWA
Henry County #2 %
$19.74
$7.09000
2.S
4/28/2017 16-3n base ARF
$17.73
$37.47
4/ 28/2011 16-3n
Hyden-Leslie County%
$11.24
SS.62000
$31.48 NS 1985
$20.24
2
10/29/2010 10-384 .023
Jessamine County #1 %
$28.60
$6.80000
l
7/5/2018 18-193 PWA
$35.40 NS 1985
$6.80
Jessamine-South Elkhorn %
$27.48
$8.09000
$16.18
$43.66
2
10/1/1990 90-75
7/1/2019 19-247 PWA
Jonathan Creek
$6.96
$6.54000
4
$26.16
$33.12
12/21/2017 17-323
12/21/2017 17-323 base ARF
Knott County %
$11.26
$29.Sl
$18.2S
SS.63000
2
5/20/ 2003 2-292
3/6/2007 7-48
.023
Knox County %
$18.68
$7.38000
3
$22.14
$40.82
9/16/2015 15-142
9/16/2015 15-142 base ARF
Larue County #1 %
SlS.05
$6. 74000
3
8/1/2019 19-254 PWA
$20.22
$35.27 NS 1985
Laurel County #2 %
$11.10
$4.66000
3
$2S.08
3/14/ 2016 15-341
3/14/2016 15-341 base ARF
$13.98
Ledbetter
$7.74
$6.83000
4
$27.32
9/10/ 2018 18-177
5/23/2019 19-196 PWA
$35.06
$27.50
$7.50000
2
$15.00
$42.50
11/21/2017 17-211 base ARF
Letcher County %
11/21/2017 17-211
$46.24 NS 1985
Lyon County %
$25.00
$10.62000
2
$21.24
4/23/ 2015 15-376 .023
Madison County &
$16.98
$7.22000
1.91
$13.79
$30.77 NS 1996 merger
7/1/2019 19-202 PWA
$19.05
Magoffin County%
$8.53000
$17.06
11/14/2019 19-262 PWA
$36.11
2
10/15/ 2015 lS-22
$7.45
Marion Countv
$6.57000
4
$26.28
$33. 73
11/10/2016 16-163
11/15/2019 19-384 PWA
Martin County%
$33.32
$8.43000
$16.86
2
$50.18
11/ 5/2018 lS-17
11/5/2018 18-17
base ARF
Mccreary County%
$21.98
$7.29000
2
$14.58
$36.56 NS 1985
8/2/2019 19-246 .023
McKinney%%
$14.42
$8.42000
$25.26
8/ 17/2017 17-310 PWA
$39.68
3
3/3/2016 15-331
Meade County%
$18.60
$9.01000
2
$18.02
4/9/2019 19-44
base ARF
$36.62
4/ 9/2019 19-44

I

-

Milburn %
Monroe County%
Montgomery County #1 %

$21.82
$22.15
$23.63

$9.06000
$9.28000
$7.67000

2
2
2

$18.12
$18.56
$15.34

$39.94
$40.71
$38.97

3/7/2019 18-314
2/8/2018 17-70
5/7/2010 9-343

3/7/2019 18-314
11/8/2017 17-404
7/1/2019 19-213

b - · bas. ,..t. case ·

% - min. bill Includes usage increment

~

" " · min. bill plus add!. usage in multiple blocks - amortized to 4,000 gallons
A -

base ARF
PWA
PWA

~lar proad\lre

AM • base rate case • altemetlve rate flllng

PWA. purcNsed water adjustment
.023 - rat.

additional monthly surcharge

cha•

per KRS 278.023, no PSC <ll!V'f!W permitted

2P. 3P. m~ rate Increases

·billed In ccf/ converted to gallons
NS 1985 - no base rate case since 1985

Int· tntenm rates pendlna ftnal decision

I

IMonthly Charge ~arge
Utility
$25.42
Morgan County%
+
Mountain%
$25:98
Muhlenberg County%
I
$25.31
Muhlenberg County #3 %
$24.15
I
$8.82
Murray #2 %
I
Nebo%
$23.15
Nicholas County%
$14.62
I
$33.14
North Hopkins %
$24.52
North Logan #l %
North Marshall
$15.94
North Mclean County%
$18.36
North Mercer%%
$16.59
$15.15
North Nelson %
$13.14
Northeast Woodford Cty. %
Northern Kentucky
$17.50
Ohio County %
$21.13
I
Oldham County
$8.84
Parksville %
$29.75
I
Peaks Mill%
$28.32
Pendleton County
$22.55
I
Powell's Valley%
$23.22
I
I
Rattlesnake Ridge %
$19.32
Reid Villai<e %%
$25.95
I
Sandy Hook%
$28.57
Sharpsbur11 %
$26.16

--

-

Multiplier Tota l Monthly Bill thousands of
gallons not
4,000 gallons/
included in Total usage charge month - monthly
monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage Last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
charge
number - effective date number ..J:ype of case
column4
~rge
~ffectived~
111112018_i6-68
$9.41000
$18.82
$44.24
10/ 22/2018 18-301 PWA
2
$9.100002
$18. r o
$44.18
11/17/2015 14-342
12/21/ 2018 18-400
.023
$8.84000
2
$17.68
$42.99
4/ 30/ 2012 12-9
4/ 5/2013 13-110 PWA
$7.76000
2
$15.52
$39.67
4/ 8/ 2019 18-436
11/ 19/ 2019 19-387 PWA
$5.01000
2.5
$12.53
$21.35
5/ 3/ 1993 92-519
9/ 11/ 2018 18-271 PWA
$42.29
$9.57000
6/ 5/2017 16-435
PWA
2
$19.14
4/ 6/ 2019 19-99
$35.47 NS 1985
PWA
$20.85
S/14/2019 19-63
$6.95000
3
$16.19000
$65.52
8/ 16/2018 18-118
2
$32.38
4/ 17/2019 19-100 PWA
$11.26000
2
$22.52
$47.04
PWA
5/9/2003 3-94
2/8/2013 13-21
4
$2.64000
$10.56
$26.50
10/5/2010 10-247
7/ 20/ 2015 15-195 .023
PWA
$6.66000
$13.32
$31.68
1/5/2018 17-253
1/24/ 2019 19-23
2
$20.27
$36.86
5/19/2017 16-325
$6.75666
3
S/19/2017 16-325 base ARF
$4.40000
2
$8.80
$23.95
12/18/1997 97-255
7/ 1/2019 19-197 PWA
$4.36000
2
$8.72
$21.86
4/ 30/ 2008 8-61
9/ 6/ 2018 18-265 PWA
$6.21650
4
$24.87
$42.37
3/ 25/2019 18-291
3/ 25/ 2019 18-291 base 2P
$8.78000
2
$17.56
$38.69
12/25/1998 98-15
7/22/2009 9-244
.023
$14.80
$3.70000
4
$23.64
7/22/1988 19010219
.023
12/9/2009 9-436
$6.30000
3
$18.90
$48.65
3/ 6/ 1991 90-251
6/ 3/2015 15-153 PWA
$9.85000
$19.70
2
$48.02
S/ 2/2011 12-8
7/31/2018 18-242 PWA
$9.76000
2
10/24/2013 13-103
$42.07
$19.52
10/24/2013 13-103 base ARF
$10.06000
$20.12
2
$43.34
4/14/ 2009 8-512
10/ 26/2017 17-392 1.023

Volumetric Charge
per 1,000 gallons in
excess of quantity
included in monthly

-

$14.40000
$8.48500
$11.19000
$6.59000

3
2
2
2

$43.20
$16.97
$22.38
$13.18

$62.52
$42.92
$50.95
$39.34

2/7/2014 13-338
3/ 30/ 2015 14-379
3/21/ 2017 16-265
5/ 6/ 2010 10-128

12/4/2018 18-371
7/ 1/2019 19-208
3/21/2017 16-265
2/7/2019 19-22

~ • b.sa rate

% - min. bill Includes usage Increment

-

.023
PWA
base ARF
PWA

case - AgUlat procedure

base AN · base me as.·~ ra~ lillnfl
%% - min. bill plus addl. usage In multiple blocks - amortized to 4,000 gallons
A -

PWA -9'lrcllased watvr ~djustment

.023 - rate

additional monthly surcharge

cha•

per ICRS 278.0:23, no PSC ,_permitted

2P. 3P.. mul01ll\ase rate Increases

- billed in cd/ converted to gallons
NS 1985 - no base rate case since 1985

Int • Interim rates pendlnC ftn.111dedslOn

I

MultiplierI
Volumetric Charge thousands of
Total Monthly Bill per 1,000 gallons in gallons not
4,000 gallons/
excess of quantity included in Total usage charge month - monthly
included in monthly monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage Last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
number - effective date ~mber
column4
effective date
Monthly Charge
charge
~rge
- - s11. wcharge
$27.71- •
S t6.l l
10/1/ 1989 89-219
SS.80000
2
12/ 22/ 2016 16-420
$38.38~
$8.48oo0
2
$16.96
11/ 241201515-278
7/ 17/ 2018 18-225
s21.42
$20.17
$9.91000
2
$19.82
$39.99 NS 1985
9/ 10/ 2018 18-274
$7.04000
$33.90
4/16/ 2019 18-387
7/ U / 2019 19-204
$21.12
$12.78
3
I
I
$4.99000
$9.98
$30.46
9/23/ 1987 19009811
9/ 5/ 2018 18-277
$20.48
2
4
$15.52
$18.05
2/21/2012 11-481
5/ 16/2019 19-107
$2.53
$3.88000
I
$13.45
$6.44000
2
$12.88
$26.33
8/14/ 1986 19009598
10/ 31/2019 19-386
11(1/2019 19-131
$0.00000
0
$0.00
$49.46
11/7/ 2019 19-131
$49.46
$24.74
$6.18000
2
$12.36
$37.10
3/ 30/ 2018 17-371
3/ 30/ 2018 17·371
$12.00000
$24.00
$48.00
8/ 1/2003 3-88
7/16/2019 19-180
$24.00
2
$7.10000
$21.30
$38.80
6/ 1/ 2017 17-200
3/ 5/ 1999 98-614
3
$17.50
$8.98000
3
$26.94
$44.09
3/21/2018 17-338
1/15/ 2019 18-421
$17.15
$6.34000
2
$12.68
$25.37 NS 1985
1/ 15/ 2019 18-423
$12.69
$20.86 NS 1985
7/ 16/2019 19-214
$8.26
$12.60
$4.13000
2
$7.95000
2
$33.40
8/ 8/ 2015 15-65
$15.90
8/ 8/ 2015 15-65
$17.50
$21.44
$51 .77
7/1/2019 119-207
4/ 24/ 2018 17-244
$10.72000
$30.33
2
4
2/21/ 2012 11-459
$3.25
$4.85000
$19.40
$22.65
5/ 16/ 2019 19-106
$7.08000
4
1/ 30/ 2019 17-319
1/ 30/2019 19-223
$7.98
$28.32
$36.30
$18.24
$5.46000
1.5
4/ 9/ 2010 9-454
7/ 1/2019 19-189
$8.19
$26.43

I
Utility
Simpson County %
South 641 %
South Anderson %
South Hopkins%
South Woodford %
Southeast Daviess County
Southern Madison %
Southern
Svmsonia %
Todd County%
Trimble Countv #1 %
us 60%%
Union County%
Warren County %
Webster County %
West Carroll %
West Daviess County
West Mccracken County P2
West Shelby %

-

Western Fleming County%
Western-lewis Rectorville %
Western Mason County %
Western Pulaski County %
Whitley Countv #1 %

-

I

-

-

$15.01
$20.72
$39.82
$17.58
$19.51

$8.74000
$7.22000
$5.79000
$6.31000
$6.97000

3
3
2
2
3

$26.22
$21.66
$11.58
$12.62
$20.91

$41.23
$42.38
$51.40
$30.20
$40.42

10/ 27/2014 14-48
3/ 20/ 2019 18-321
5/ 15/2015 14-421
8/23/ 2017 17-172
7/18/ 2000 00-01

10/ 27/ 2014
3/20/ 2019
5/ 15/2015
7/ 16/ 2018
7/1/ 2019

14-48
18-321
14-421
18-203
19-234

Type of case
PWA
PWA
PWA
PWA
PWA
PWA
PWA
base ARF
base ARF
.023
.023
PWA
PWA
PWA
base ARF
PWA
PWA
PWA
PWA

base ARF
base ARF
base ARF
.023
PWA

b•se • ~ rai. a.. · ,..War ~

" • min . bill includes usage increment

b.se AY · base me case • altmurtlve rate filnc
" " - min. bill plus addl. usage In multiple blocks - amorti?ed t o 4,000 gallons

PWA -

purchased water adjustment

.023 -rate chantt per KRS 278.023, no PSC rwew permitted

" - additional monthly surcharge

2P, 3P- ~hase rate lnaeases
·billed in ccf/ converted to gallons
NS 1985 - no base rate case since 1985

Int • 1ntenm rates pend1n1 lfnal decision

MultiplierVolumetric Charge thousands of
Total Monthly Bill per 1,000 gallons in gallons not
4,000 gallons/
excess of quantity included in Total usage charge month - monthly
included in monthly monthly
- column 3 times charge plus usage Last base rate change - PSC case Last rate change PSC case
charge
column 4
charge
effective date
~nthly Charge
charge
number - effective date number Type of case
$24.22~
$6.92000
2
7/14/2016
15-428
3/ 16/2018 18-66
.023
$13.84
L
4'
I

I

Utility
Wood Creek '"'

...

s38.06-

WATER ASSOCIATIONS
Beech Grove %
Bronston%
Buffalo Trail %
Butler County%
East Daviess County %
Fleming County %
Garrard County %%
Harrison County%%
Jackson County%
Judy%
Kirksville%
Lake Village %
Levee Road %%
North Manchester %
North Shelby Water Co. %
Rowan Water %
South Eastern %
South Logan %
West Laurel %%
Western Rockcastle %

I

I
I

I

I
I

I

$16.78
$21.14
$14.83
$20.38
$17.14
$18.70
$11.78
$18.89
$24.05
$13.28
$20.27
$26.40
$11.37
$21.60
$22.68
$18.53
$25.15
$23.89
$14.79
$27.94

-

--

SS.20000
$7.38000
$6.28000
$5.90000
$5.90000
$6.95000
$16.53000
$7.04000
$10.55000
$8.91000
$9.78000
$10.25000
$4.81667
$6.22000
$7.64000

2
2.S
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
3
2
2

$10.40
$18.45
$18.84
$11.80
$11.80
$13.90
$16.53
$14.08
$21. 10
$26.73
$19.56
$20.50
$14.45
$12.44
$15.28

$27.18
$39.S9
$33.67
$32.18
$2!.94
$32.60
$28.31 NS 1985
$32.97
$45.15
$40.01
$39.83
$46.90
$25.82
$34.04 TBO
$37.96

$7.45000
$10.90000
$8.52000
$8.85667
$8.12000

2
2
2
3
2

$14.90
$21.80
$17.04
$26.57
$16.24

$33.43 NS 1985
$46.95 NS 1985
$40.93
$41.36
$44.18 NS 1985

10/13/ 2010 10-309
7/ 9/2003 3-159
8/ 18/ 1992 91-473
1/12/ 2005 3-486
10/11/2016 16-1n
1/27/2014 14-48
2/12/2016 15-3~
6/ 19/2007 6-467
9/ 9/ 2003 3-249
9/25/ 2015 15-97
2/ 2/2004 3-401
7/10/ 1992 92-7
19-52
4/15/ 2010 9-484

'
10/13/ 2003 2-481
5/ 15/ 2006 5-477

3/ 15/2019 19-31
4/ 20/2017 17-138
3/27/ 2015 15-64
6/1/2018 18-48
6/l/2019 19-129
1/ 1/2019 19-33
8/ 10/ 2018 18-202
2/12/2016 15-308
5/25/2017 17-182
7/ l/2019 19-212
7/1/2019 19-220
5/ 20/ 2016 16-153
7/ 1/ 2019 19-209
1/ 1/2018 17-466
7/ l/2019 19-192

PWA
.023
PWA
.023
PWA
PWA
PWA
baseARF
.023
PWA
PWA
.023
PWA
PWA
PWA

8/ 3/2017 17-250
8/ 1/2012 12-204
3/ 1/2014 14-35
1/ 19/ 2018 17-473
8/ 17/2012 12-368

.023
PWA
PWA
.023
PWA

-

-

Wie • bHI 11118 as. · regular procedure

% - min. bill Includes usage increment

haw AN · base m• case · •Item~ m-e tiling
" " - min. bill plus add I. usage in m ultiple blocks - amortized t o 4,000 gallons

PWA • purcNad water ~d).Jstment
.023 - rate cha~ per KRS 278.D23, no PSC revtew 119rmttted

• - add1t1onal mont hly surcharge

2P, 3P.. multl-j)Nsl! rate lnaNSeS
·billed In cd/ converted to gallons

NS 1985 - no base rate case since 1985

APPENDIX S

PSC Jurisdictional Utilities named in Case 2019-00041 Water Loss Reports
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PSC Annual Reports 513Gn019

I

.

~

UDllty

I

!

-

-

-

+

-

+

type
,_ Code

~

Utll kl

-

utll!l.l_

--

+

-

-

.Page 1

- D•te Fo~Loss_~11_Lou 2017 Lou 2011 Lou 2015 Lou_2014l.ou 2013Lou 201ll.ou 201t.osa 201G..OA 20~_20oa.ou 2007Lou 200li

116/19n

31 .s9i_ 32~

26.689

25.2111 26.9~. 867 ,

46.4365 49.1701 45.0578 42.5193 40.8086

39.474

36.579

39.984

33.813

30.52

32.393 34.9847

18800A ig Sandy Water District

700

19650 Cawood Water District

700

21500 Estill Countv Water District #1

700

21700 Farmdale Water District

700

23300 Hvden-Leslie Countv Water District

1968

32.8656 35.7394 34.9021

700

25400 Milburn Watar District

1968

34.8391

700

25603 Moraan Countv Water District

700
700

-

- 40.7654

30.0023
34.0213... 32.7729.. 31 .1089
27 .8197
---+-

100 ..

12/10/1964 NULL

7.8256

1964

NULL

37.6514 35.2625 35.4294 36.4579 32.0143

23.612

27.446

25.571

24.896

24.275

27.99 27.9189

5/13/1961

NULL

35.9154 39.1625 41 .6501

26.126

20.536

27.54

24.471

20.062

18.347

18.128 21 .7399

34.5985 38.5026 35.7551

35.848

30.802

31 .91

32.422

29.852

32.496 36.2853

37.7287 17.4134 20.0582 15.4364 13.6132

16.892

14.721

13.861

11 .403

13.497

12.357 14.8193

36.136

41 .171

43.085

28.608

27.025

27.129 17.3822

38.927

24.97

14.445

23.167

14.325

14.48

9.5425 14 .337~

22.6641

2/1 / 1992

NULL

38.0387 29.9265 37.0904 39.2959 42.3213

28600 Rattlesnake Ridoe Water District

5/23/1983

NULL

62.9753 56.3189 50.5203 46.1614

7000900 Southern Water & Sewer District

3/15/2000

62.517 42.1781 42.8533 42.8379 39.4311 41.0501

44.082

22.658

30.102

19.142

20.591

24.979 28.3628

32.9874 38.4599 32.3284 37.1949 30.1119 35.2246

31 .on

32.053

21 .621

19.617

20.008

21.288 17.1943

32.889

30.69

39.335

3.8564

3.8705

700

31900 West Carroll Water District

7/1/ 1960

800

35300 North Manchester Water Associatlor

1/13/1971

NULL

36.2665 18.3578 16.7346 15.7543 22.9625

3.804

4.7724

(Conti nu~

Utllltytype
Code
~

Utll_ld

--

-

utlllty

--

---

-

_J_

!Page!____

__!__

~

Loa_2005 Losa_2004 osa_20031.osa_20021..ou_2001Lou_2000Loa_19991..osa_1991Lou_19971.0N_1996LOA 199SLou_1tMLOA_199:!

. 1/26/1900

.

700..

18800_.Big Sandy Water District

700

19650 Cawood Water District

700

21500 Estill County Water District #1

700

21700 Farmdale Water District

700

23300 Hyden-Leslie County Water District

33.4726

700

25400 Milbum Water District

6.7409

700

25603 Morgan County Water District

112211900

28.0553 15.2024 17.6842 15.9265 18.2303 27.1419 16.4928 22.4508 27.8499 19.4937

700

28600 Rattlesnake Ridge Water District

1/23/1900

21.2231

700

7000900 Southern Water & Sewer District

2/1/1900

43.6153 34.8325

19.8863 16.6004 15.4147 20.7679 24.4657 28.6492 33.1272

1/30/1900
23.9124
1/25/1900

700

31900 West Carroll Water District

1/17/1900

800

35300 North Manchester Water Association, Inc.

1/211900

30.5943 25.7694 16.6451 . 17.9891 , 14.3615 21 .5122

-

17.502_ 20.3556.._ 27.5884, 24.0381_,

19.1939 15.5301 33.5687 19.7452 29.0487 28.7087 18.4715 25.0152
23.4096 17.8141 11 .9998
24.5211

0

7.9219

0

6.3542 18.8397

5.03 13.0542 10.1563

4.1945

11 .544

4.9996

4 .6592 12.1407

7.2759 10.3276

8.9167

13.41 13.7949 16.3884

32.426 33.2213 32.3005 NULL

5.9997

8

7.9997

NULL

7.9993

9.693

6.6521

13.541
0.8796

46.844 46.9064 44.5122

15.066 12.5064 17.2588 19.8642 16.1471

9.2341 12.9356 11 .5227 12.9217 11.4818 10.8854 10.3545

3.9998

o.1n5 13.1427

0 18.nsa 20.7893 16.0439 24.5069 19.8479 18.2885

34.0167 34.9109 32.9292 34.6062 37.2824 40.3449 38.6439 39.8023 46.9417
3.2818 15.19n

29. 8~4862

,NULL

NULL

8.9078 NULL

8.7572 15.1184 14.1293
NULL

NULL

NULL

12/ 15.9n4 15.3483 21 .0062 23.8055

1.8201

1

5.9993

9.9001 11.9999

15.165

APPENDIX M
APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 2019-00041 DATED NOV 2 2 2019

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Monthly Water Loss Report
W ater Utility:
For the Month of:
LINE#
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Year:

ITEM
GALLONS (Omit OOO's)
WATER PRODUCED AND PURCHASED
Water Produced
Water Purchased
TOTAL PRODUCED AND PURCHASED I
WATER SALES
Residenti al
Commercial
Industri al
Bulk Loading Stations
Wholesale
Public Authorities
Other Sales (explain)
TOTAL WATER SALES !
OTHER WATER USED
Utility and/or Water Treatment Plant
Wastewater Plant
System Flushing
Fire Department
Other Usage (explain)
TOTAL OTHER WATER USED I
WATER LOSS
Tank Overflows
Line Breaks
Line Leaks
Excavation Damages
Theft
Other Loss
TOTAL WATER LOSS I
Note: Line 14 + Line 22 + Line 31 MUST Equal Line 4
WATER LOSS PERCENTAGE

I(Line 31 divided by Line 4)

0.00%]
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*Estill County Water District #1
Estill County Water District #1
76 Cedar Grove Road
Irvine, KY 40336

*Honorable Earl Rogers III
Attorney at Law
Campbell & Rogers
154 Flemingsburg Road
Morehead, KENTUCKY 40351

*Cawood Water District
Cawood Water District
54 Plant Road
P. O. Box 429
Cawood, KY 40815

*L Allyson Honaker
Goss Samford, PLLC
2365 Harrodsburg Road, Suite B325
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40504

*M. Evan Buckley
Goss Samford, PLLC
2365 Harrodsburg Road, Suite B325
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40504

*West Carroll Water District
West Carroll Water District
900 Clay Street
P. O. Box 45
Carrollton, KY 41008

*Big Sandy Water District
Big Sandy Water District
18200 Kentucky Route #3
Catlettsburg, KY 41129

*Erica Stacy Stegman
Campbell & Rogers
154 Flemingsburg Road
Morehead, KENTUCKY 40351

*Hyden-Leslie County Water District
Hyden-Leslie County Water District
356 Wendover Road
Hyden, KY 41749

*Honorable Damon R Talley
Attorney at Law
Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC
P.O. Box 150
Hodgenville, KENTUCKY 42748

*Eastern Rockcastle Water Association
Eastern Rockcastle Water Association, Inc.
9246 Main Street
Livingston, KY 40445

*Justin M. McNeil
Office of the Attorney General Office of Rate
700 Capitol Avenue
Suite 20
Frankfort, KENTUCKY 40601-8204

*David S Samford
Goss Samford, PLLC
2365 Harrodsburg Road, Suite B325
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40504

*Farmdale Water District
Farmdale Water District
100 Highwood Drive, Route 8
Frankfort, KY 40601

*Katelyn L. Brown
Attorney
STOLL KEENON OGDEN PLLC
300 West Vine Street
Suite 2100
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40507-1801

*Southern Water & Sewer District
Southern Water & Sewer District
245 Kentucky Route 680
P. O. Box 610
McDowell, KY 41647

*Gerald E Wuetcher
Attorney at Law
STOLL KEENON OGDEN PLLC
300 West Vine Street
Suite 2100
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40507-1801

*Larry Cook
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General Office of Rate
700 Capitol Avenue
Suite 20
Frankfort, KENTUCKY 40601-8204

*Hon. Derrick Willis
Attorney at Law
Willis Law Office
P.O. Box 1500
Grayson, KENTUCKY 41143

*Milburn Water District
Milburn Water District
7731 State Route 80 East
Arlington, KY 42021

*Mark David Goss
Goss Samford, PLLC
2365 Harrodsburg Road, Suite B325
Lexington, KENTUCKY 40504

*Denotes Served by Email

Service List for Case 2019-00041

*Morgan County Water District
Morgan County Water District
1009 Hwy 172
West Liberty, KY 41472

*North Manchester Water Association,
North Manchester Water Association, Inc.
7362 N Highway 421
Manchester, KY 40962

*Rattlesnake Ridge Water District
Rattlesnake Ridge Water District
3563 State Highway 1661
P. O. Box 475
Grayson, KY 41143-0475

*W.C. Gilbert
Rattlesnake Ridge Water District
P. O. Box 475
Grayson, KY 41143

*Raleigh P. Shepherd
Attorney at Law
305 Main Street
Manchester, KENTUCKY 40962

*Steven P. Bailey
Attorney
Bailey Law Office, P.S.C.
181 East Court Street
Prestonsburg, KENTUCKY 41653

*Denotes Served by Email

Service List for Case 2019-00041

